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ABSTRACT 
Just about everyone agrees that spam is a form of internet abuse. Yet the knee jerk reactions by 

various entities to combat internet abuse, can also as equally abusive. Some solutions that have been 



adopted and practiced by industry, now appear to have grown into a form of monopolistic practice. At 
the very least, what these organizations now practice is a form of unfair business practices. 

I--

-Dynamic IP assignment by the various ISP's are now routinely being used to prevent the 
delivery of legitimate e-mail. Organizations have designed a solution to have members block any e- 
mail from those IP addresses that the various ISP's have designated and published as dynamic. Public 
and private companies use the information provided by the ISP's to provide a service that limits the 
ability of those dynamic accounts to send e-mail to the millions of e-mail accounts. 

And to overcome this hardship, peculiar to Dynamically assigned accounts, is to purchase an IP 
address that the ISP wont list as dynamic. Or you can pay for a service that will e-mail your inail 
through their non-blacklisted IP addresses. 

ABOUT MYSELF 
I have a bachelor degree, as well as a graduate degree in the computer science field. I have been 

in the business for about 35 years. 

At home, I have a DSL connection, with about 1.5Mbps internet service. Connected to the DSL 
modem I have a 5OOMHz Dell P3 laptop. This laptop runs the Linux operating system, and acts as my 
internet firewall, router, NAT, HTML server, FTP server, SSH server, and MTA. My laptop is always 

-- on 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. It is always connected to the Internet. It has battery backup, tape 
backup, as well as a secondary laptop backup. 

I am not a business. But I am serious user. 
The other ( 6 ) computers behind the firewall, are used in my gps project. The servers behind 

the firewall, are generally turned off, as I just need to number crunch 6gig7s of mapping data 
occasionally. My programming effort(s) is done on another laptop, connected via a private gated 
encrypted wireless connection. 

I do not use or need the value added services provided by the ISP. These value added services 
as e-mail or web space are just not needed, or wanted. I just need internet access. 

I have been running this setup for as long as I had DSL, which I think is about 5 years. All I 
want or need is internet access. Internet access is something that I do need. 

My home setup is not all that complicated, and can be accomplished with minimal hardware 
and software costs. 

My domain name is Gatworks.com. 

During my tenure of managing my domain, and DSL services many changes have been made in 
the internet pool of services. Early on, my ISP has decided to unilaterally block internet port 80. Port 
80 is used to begin communications between web services. Reason given was the eminent network 
breakdown by a worm that would have degraded network services. I had complained, and the 
alternative given was to use any other port. It was not clear if the ISP blocked all access to port 80 for 
all account users in a non discriminatory fashion. Other ports may be blocked, but I have no specific 
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knowledge, and the ISP does not publish such information. 

A Little Bit of History 
Dynamic IP addresses were used to temporarily assign an internet address to dialup accounts. 

Dialup connections were temporary as telephone connections were not on 24 hours a day. Eventually 
the user would hand-up, or the ISP would disconnect the call due to time limits or lack of use. Once the 
phone call was disconnected, the ISP was able to reassign the IP address to the next caller. 

Along came DSL. DSL ment that the connection was always on, and one can stay connected 24 
hours a day. What was important is the amount and rate packets of data that is transmitted. Dynamic IP 
address's were also assigned, but one realizes that since the connection is always on, the temporary IP 
assignment can last for days, weeks, or months at a time. 

One can run your computers on such a setup without much problems ( the occasional 
disconnects ) . A Domain can be purchased, and be used to communicate to other computers by name 
rather than an IP number reference. 

In time, as various governmental organizations have jumped on the Internet bandwagon, 
propagation of the internet has become worldly. As the connection base became large, so too has the 
problems. One of those problems is the commercial use of e-mail as an advertisement medium. 

Any organization that had an MTA ( sometimes mislabeled as a mail server ), are now 
inundated with useless mail. Solutions were needed, and various entities stepped in to fill that 
danvinian void. 

Needless to say, one of those solutions was to have ISP's cooperate amongst each other to only 
publish IP address's that are dynamic. Other ISP's can then obtain these IP numbers, and restrict, or 
eliminate the acceptance of e-mail from just those IP numbers. 

I don't send spam. But from the various organizations that list Dynamic IP addresses, they 
routinely advertise that those IP numbers are a major source of spam. It is only upon reading the fine 
print, that they have no knowledge what-so-ever, that any e-mail that is sent by a Dynamically assigned 
IP address will in fact be spam. 

ISP now reject e-mails via a cooperative effort 
For many years, I have been able to e-mail without much problems or issues. Very few 

organizations rejected e-mail based merely on IP address. In time, organizations refused to accept e- 
mail that they self-classified as spam by examining content, Since I don't send sparn, such schemes to 
limit spam seemed wholly reasonable. 

Yet in recent years ( since 2004? ) there is a growing support for blocking any e-mail that 
originated from a dynamic IP address ( BIO ). A dynamic IP address is an artificial classification of an 
IP address that is ment to designate an IP address that assigned temporarily. It was reasoned, although 
not scientifically supported, that most of the worldly sparn originates from infected microsoft windows 
machines that have been assigned a temporary dynamic IP address. 



Now there is an organization called MAAWG ( Messaging Anti-Abuse Working Group ) that 
is has a membership of major ISP organizations. The cost of Membership (B 13)begins at a mere 
$3000 a year, to $25000 a year with voting rights. Not exactly an organization that would appear to 
welcome the public with $29/month DSL accounts. 

MAAWG is an organization that publishes is own statistics, and 'best practicesy papers. The 

one pertinent paper "Managing Port 25 for Residential or Dynamic IP space Benefits of Adoption and 
Risks of Inaction" ( B14 ) recommends that all of its members refuse all e-mail from dynamically 
assigned address's. It also recommends that all member ISP block the access to the internet port 
normally dedicated to the transmission of e-mail. Blocking the e-mail port, is just like blocking the 
VoIP port. It prevents the unfettered access to a competing service. Like VoIP, there are competing e- 
mail only organizations that have much more favorable terms of service. But if the ISP blocks access to 
that port, then competition has been completely quashed. 

Likewise for the theory for the usage of blacklists. At one time inclusion in the list ment that 
you had actually violated an internet covenant. Now that there are lists that is merely a collection of 
dynamic ip addresses, it is no longer necessary to have violated any rules of internet conduct to be so 
listed. And the only way that one could get listed as dynamic would be if the ISP shared that 
information with each other. 

The MAAWG email metrics report #3 Q2-2006, page 3, (l324) specifically declares " it is a 
conservative estimate to say that each dropped connection corresponds to at least one abusive e-mail" . 
Yet in the same paragraph, MAAWG also declares "It is therefor impossible to determine how many 
abusive e-mails per dropped connection were prevented from entering the network" (B24) . MAAWG 
"unbiased" declaration that L'Dropped connections & blockernagged ~nbound e-mails per Unaltered 
Delivered Email" represents "80.73% abusive email" (l323). This is an irrational and self serving 
declaration. A more rational declaration, is that 80.73% of the email is either tagged or dropped. The 
more rational conclusion, unfortunately, does not convey the message that MAAWG really wants to 
send to all of its membership. 

There is no analysis that the 'dropped7 email was at all abusive. There is no analysis that any 
tagged email was at all abusive. Nor can this organization determine so, as it is up to the user that owns 
the account to make that ultimate determination, and a dropped connection conveys no information one 
way or the other. 

This self serving organization fails to mention how the tagged emails, or blocked connections 
are able to demonstrate an abusive email. Email to my cousin routinely gets misclassified. My email to 
YAHOO routinely winds up in the bulk ( aka spam ) folder. My e-mail that is sent to an ISP that 
blocks mail merely on the designation of 'dynamic IP', would also get rnisclassified by MAAWG 
standards, as it is not an abusive e-mail. 

Dynamic IP as defective product 

Since the designation of an IP address as being either a dynamic or a static, is an arbitrary one, 



only the ISP knows which is which. IP addresses is just a number. A number that is used by the 
internet system to connect to another computer. 

In order for 3'* parties to know which IP addresses have been designated by the ISP, the ISP has 
to make it known to those parties. Various organizations that base their business on accurately 
informing the public on the designation of an IP address need to know exactly what those arbitrary 
number are. This can only happen with the full cooperation of the ISP. 

Once these IP addresses have been passed along to these allegedly span1 blocking organizations, 
that IP can no longer be used to transmit e-mail to those organizations that use span1 blocking services 
specifically trained upon dynamic assignment. I am, for the purposes of sending e-mail, been given a 
defective IP number, as the ISP poisoned that number. 

The ISP does not poison static IP address. 

Attached, as Table 1, is a list of 78 USA organizations that has rejected my attempts to deliver 
e-mail to one or more of their e-mail subscribers. 

Attached, as Table 2, is a sampling of e-mails that have rejected my e-mail on behalf, or 
unbeknownst to their subscriber. 

User don't know that their ISP routinely prevents e-mail delivery. 

Many ISP routinely advertise that the choice of what type(s) of e-mail that may be delivered to 

the customers account is under their complete control. This is clearly shown by the advertisements by 
Earthlink.net. "When you turn on spamBlocker, you get the choice of two levels of state of the art 
protection" ( B1) . This clearly indicates that the account holder is in complete control of how e-mail is 
handled. 

Yet from evidence ( Al ,  A2, A3, AlO, A1 1 ) Earthlink.net refuses to accept mail froin what 
they have determined to be from an IP address that might be dynamically assigned. The users e-mail 
account never gets to see the e-mail. The user never has a choice in allowing the e-mail to reach his e- 
mail account. 

Earthlink is not alone in such deceptive practices. Adelphia (AlS), AC.net (A5), Verizon 
(A21), for example does not even inform their users. 

Verizon clearly denies access to their e-mail system from my IP address. My mail never reaches 
to a level where Verizons "Spam Detector" will ever see the e-mail sent ( B4 ). 

Even if users are informed, ISP's routinely suggest that the customer block e-mail from such 
addresses because they are sources of spam. The real issues with static and dynamic IP address's are 
left to the imaginations of untrained internet subscribers, and often just switch blockage because the 
ISP recommends it. 

Does the organization MBFAA ( Metropolitan Burglar and Fire Alarm Association ) know that 
their provider of e-mail services also blocks legitimate inquiries ( A26 )? MBFAA is organizaed to 
provide consumer information regarding smoke detectors and the like. I don't know. They don't know, 
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as the ISP wont inform, and I cant e-mail to their public mail address. 

US Government also blocks e-mail from dynamic IP sources. 
Government is also in the business of blocking e-mail from dynamic IP address's. I can write 

to the public nasa.gov, as this appears to be open to the general public. When I try to reach the division 
of NASA in charge of GPS ,they refused my e-mail inquiry (A18). All e-mail addresses that I use are 
published in their respective web pages on nasa7s web site. I made an inquiry to the public NASA, but 

did not reply to my inquiry. 
One of the computers from the City of Chaska, sent sparn to my domain. In reporting this issue, 

the Chaska e-mail system system refused to accept my e-mail report. 
At one time I wanted to obtain tickets from the theater at Penn State University. All e-mail 

inquiries were rejected. 
As far as I know, none of these governmental entities has changed their e-mail acceptance 

policy. 

Removal from of dynamic IP addresses are next to impossible. 

The sole reason for these types of lists is just to deny someone, that isn't an ISP, or a business, 
the right to e-mail someone on the internet. You dont have to be a spammer, or a network abuser, oe 
even a legitimate business to get listed. Listing is based merely on what infomation the various ISP7s 
pass along to those organizations that collect and disseminate such information. Once so listed, those 
reporting organizations refuse to delist the designation unless the ISP certifies that the IP address is no 
longer dynamically allocated. 

Even for such organizations as Verizon, a dynamically assigned ip address may be denied ( B2 ) 
the right to e-mail one of their subscribers. Efforts to apply for a whitelist7ing of the IP address from 
Verizon appears to be disingenuous. As per Verizon web page ( B3 ) the only people who are allowed 
to request a whitelisting, is Verizon Online customers ( with a Verizon.net mail account ), or an ISP. I 
am neither, although I am a Verizon DSL customer ( after a few months, if you don't use the 
verizon.net mail account, the mail account is closed). 

Spam from a artificially designated static IP address are not placed on any equivalent IP list. 
Other internet transgressors may have their static IP address temporarily placed on some blacklist. 
Eventually that listing will be removed. This is because all ISP7s designate to themselves the equivalent 
of a static IP address. Blocking e-mail from commercial or business class enterprises is not in the best 
interest of any list maintainer, as they get discredited by the very groups that they provide services to. 

Static IP addresses as a source of extra revenue 

The cost difference between a static ip address, and that of a dynamic ip address is $0.0 . The 
organization www.arin.net does not distinguish between static, or dynamic. An IP address is merely a 
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number to www.arin.net .The cost for an IP address from www.arin.net is about $0.07 ( seven cents ) 
per year ( 64000 1$4500 ). 

For Verizon residential users are only allocated a Dynamic IP address. There are no published 
residential DSL packages that include a Static IP allocation. 

For Verizon business packages ( B5 ) ,there are only 2 packages that have a Static IP address 
as a feature. It costs $20 per month extra for the 3Mbps package to have a Static IP. For the 7.1Mbps 
package the cost for that one static IP address is a outrageous $100 per month. At the end of the year 
that account holder would have paid $1200 extra for an IP address that costed the ISP just 7 cents. 
Does a profit margin of 17,142% (percent) seem reasonable? 

For Earthlink residential account, a static IP address can be purchased for $15 per month (B25) 
. Although Earthlink business accounts are all provisioned with at least one Static IP address, it is 
curious to note that the question "Supports Email Server?" has the answer of "no" for the Small Office 
classification (B26). One has to also wonder if it does not Support Email Server is also applicable to 
residential customers that have purchased a Static IP address. 

And why wouId anyone want to get a static IP address considering the cost differential? Well, 
you see, organizations like MAAWG ( B12 ), for which Verizon, AOL, Earthlink, and other major 
ISP7s have joined, decided to poison the dynamic IP addresses so that business that may want to send 
e-mail cannot reliably do so. The strategy is documented in WAAWG7s published paper "Managing 
port 25 for Residential or Dynamic IP space" (B14) In that paper, under the heading "Benefits of 
Adoption" .( B15) ,MAAWG declares that the "Ability to offer premium tiers of service to customers 
who have a legitimate need to operate e-mail servers with direct access to port 25" as a competitive 
advantage ( B 16 ). This competitive advantage can only be accomplished if major ISP providers 
collude in the poisoning of a class of IP addresses for their sole benefit. 

A DSL account owner can perform equally well with either a dynamic IP address, or a static ip 
address despite what Verizon states ( B6 ) .It only becomes a issue when an organization (MAAWG ) 
of Major ISP7s collude with other organizations in the creation of a database of IP address's that 
effectively stops another non-participating organization(s) from sending legitimate, and legal e-mail. 

AOL states that it works with many ISP7s to maintain lists of dynamic IP addresses (B7) . "If 
your ip is dynamic you may contact your ISP and request a static IP address". Verizon says the same 
thing (B3). From Table 2, one sees a small sample of the effect of this organized effort. 

ISP's routinely mis classify my e-mail as spam. 

Even when an ISP does allow my e-mail to be deliver to the destined users account, the ISP 
routinely classifies the e-mail as spam. This misclassification does not appear to be based on content. 
Nor does it appear to be based on user account preferences. It does appear to be based on the nature of 
the IP address used to deliver the e-mail. 

With yahoo.com, one can create a personal e-mail account. From my domain, gatworks.com, I 
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can e-mail to that newly created yahoo e-mail account. But in all cases yahoo delivers the e-mail to the 
'bulk folder'. The bulk folder is a place where dubious e-mail is placed. 

I have asked yahoo as to the misclassification. They refuse to respond directly to my question. 
I even wrote to my cousin that uses charter.com as her ISP. Every once in a while the e-mail 

system misclassified the e-mail as spam ( A24 ). Its not based on the content. 
This misclassification even extends to my E-BAY inquiries. Although the inquiries are sent 

through e-bay mail system, the ebayer's ISP destined the mail to the sparn folder. Its hard to say if it 
was based in content, or merely the IP address used to send the mail. Since this was his business 
enterprise, I cannot imaging that the misdirection is a part of his business strategy. In either case, the 
response-information needed for the purchase of the ebay item came too late. 

And let us not forget about governmental agencies. I regularly e-mail 'ti,ner@census.~ov' with 
errata, and tiger data base questions. At one point, after a long delay, I received a response. Part of that 
reply there was evidence that my e-mail was misclassified as spam. I asked why. And they the folks at 
tiger@census.gov also asked why of their e-mail maintainers. The issue appears to have been corrected 
without any further incident. I can only wish that other organizations were so obliging. 

IronPort Inc. is a De Facto Consumer Reporting Agency 

I had been emailing Dell for some time. Recently, the MTA log file showed that Dell's MTA 
has rejected my e-mail. The following is the error message: 

"Feb 8 15:13:42 laptopserver qmail: 1 170965622.899213 delivery 2589: deferral: 
Connected-to-143.166.83.183 but greeting failed./Remote host said: 554-pc-smtp.us.dell.com 

554 Connections from this sending hostname pool- 15 1-205- 177-35.ny325.east.verizon.net,IP address of: 
15 1.205.177.35 are being rejected due to low SenderBase Reputation score (below -2). Your SenderBase 
organization: 178053. See http://www.senderbase.or~/for more infomiation./" 

The error message, although sent by Dell, was in fact created by a company called IronPort. In 
this report, IronPort alleges that my reputation is low, with a value of -2. IronPort reputation filters 
"supports very accurate conclusions about a given sender". I have no idea as to why IronPort alleges 
that I, as the sender, has done anything wrong. Since all of my addresses have been dynamically 
assigned, I cannot see such an organization can come to any conclusion. 

Dell's "Global IT department" has decided to not investigate this issue, and opted to fabricate 
the scenario that might have caused the low sender score. 

"The IP is owned by Verizon Internet Services Inc. We assume that you purchased a domain, 
which means that you may share services (i.e. Email Gateway). So, basically you will share the 
reputation for the entire group. Their suggestion is for you to check with your ISP ( Verizon?) 
and see if you indeed have a dedicated IP for outbound smpt traffic. Otherwise, you will 
continue to have problems delivering e-mail, using a share community inail server. Our systems 
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are dynamic and we don't use any RBL (Blacklist). Once the "reputation" improves, email will 

flow again." 

I don7 t understand why Dell does not understand that that are using the SenderBase system that 

was designed and maintained by IronPort Inc. to determine some arbitrary reputation score. That score 
is then used by Dell's mail system to determine if the sender may be allowed to deliver the e-mail. This 
is exactly how Blacklist's work. 

I have asked Dell for a copy of the consumer report that was created by IronPort for the benefit 
of Dell Inc. I have also e-mailed IronPort Inc. directly, and asked to see the report. 

Thus far neither party has provided to me a copy of the report. 

Are IronPort senderBase reputation scores just another form of consumer reporting. Are these, 
and other organizations like IronPort which report on the public activities of consumers regulated 
under the consumer reporting laws currently enacted. And if so, how do I get IronPort to release the 
negative information that was used to create the reputation score of -2? And then how do I challenge 
such a designation? 

What I would like to see 

In as much as I do not like to receive spam, I also don't think its appropriate to classify all 
dynamic IP addresses as not worthy of e-mail transmission. Unfortunately those organizations are now 
becoming indifferent, and organized in how everyone should and should not behave. 

I would like to see the elimination of types of IP address classifications. If someone signs up for 
internet access they should be assigned a single IP address for the duration of the account. Just like how 
telephone numbers are assigned. At only 7 cents per IP number ( quantity 64000 ) per year, I will be 
more than be pleased to pay 10cents per year. This is a reasonable profit of 30%. 

Once the concept of dynamic addresses are erased, an IP account that commits spam abuse, web 
abuse, ...., can be blacklisted as harmful to the internet community using actual evidence of harm. 
Everyone will know who that single individual/account is, because that ip would not change. 

If the account is canceled, then the IP that was assigned to that account would rest for some 
time ( 3 months ) allowing for the blacklists to re-list the IP as non-spaming. 

Otherwise, the issues with dynamic IP assignment is not going to go away. Dynamic IP7s were 
created in a time where it did no harm. Now dynamic IP address's are poisoned by the very own ISP7s 

that issue them. Other ISP7s then collude to deny access to accounts with Dynamic IP, allowing the 
more expensive Static IP address unfettered access to everyone's MTA. This, I believe, is a form of 
unfair business practice, that the FTC was ment to stop dead in its track. 



Company Name 

1 Microsoft/MSN 

2 AOL 

3 EarthLink Network, Inc. 

4 Adelphia Communications 
Corp. 

5 Road Runner HoldCo LLC 

6 Disney Worldwide Services, 
Inc. 

7 FDN 

8 Verizon Internet Services 
Inc. 

9 Cable Atlantic Inc 

10 Electric Lightwave Inc, 

11 North Carolina Information 
Technology Services 

12 BellSouth.net Inc. 

13 Cogent Communications 

14 Endurance International 
Group, Inc. 

15 Internet Systems 
Consortium, Inc. 

16 JAM, Exchange Point 
Services 

17 CenturyTel Internet 
Holdings, Inc. 

18 Hurricane Electric 

/ 19 Carolina Online 
I 

120 COL NETWORKS, INC. 

21 RCN Corporation 

22 Cogeco Telecom 

Company Address 

Microsoft Corp, One Microsoft Way,Redmond,WA, 98052, US 

AOL LLC, 22000 AOL Way, Dulles, VA 20166, USFDN.com 

1375 PEACHTREE ST, LEVEL A, ATLANTA, GA, 30309 

1 N. Main St., Coudersport, PA 16915, US 

13241 Woodland Park Road, Herndon, VA, 20171, US 

500 South Buena Vista Street, Burbank, CA, 91521, US 

2301 Lucien Way, Suite 200, Maitland, FL, 3275 1, US 

1880 Campus Commons Dr, Reston, VA, 20191, US 

canada. rogers .nf.net, theZone.net 

FRONTIERNET.NET ,Frontier, 180 S. Clinton St., Rochester, NY 
14646 

3700 Wake Forest Road, Raleigh,NC, 27609 

575 Morosgo Drive, Atlanta, GA, 30324 

1015 31st St NW, Washington, DC, 20007 

70 Blanchard Road, Burlington, MA, 01803 

950 Charter Street Redwood City, CA, 94063 

PO Box 123 17, Marina del Rey, CA 

100 CenturyTel Drive, Monroe, LA, 71201 

760 Mission Court, Fremont, CA, 94539 

1608 Godwin Ave, Lumberton, NC, 28358 

705A WESLEY PINES RD, LUMBERTON, NC, 28358 

105 Carnegie Center, Princeton, NJ, 08540 

55 15 North Service Road, Burlington, ON, L7L-6G4, CA 



-- 

Company Name 

23 NuVox Communications, Inc. 

24 Cogeco Cable Inc. 

25 Outblaze, Limited 

26 XO Communications I 

27 Global Crossing 

28 Liebert Corp. 

29 Verio, Inc. 

30 meer.net 

31 CTN VIO 

32 pair Networks 

33 The Pennsylvania State 
University 

34 Co-Location.com Inc. 

35 National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration 

36 PenTeleData Inc. 

37 Go Daddy Software, Inc. 

38 Silicon Graphics, Inc. 

39 TelePacific Communication 

40 The Mark Travel Corp 

41 AT&T WorldNet Services 
1 
I 

142 CERFnet 

43 Project Redwood ISP 
(AT&T Internal) 

1 44 INTELLISPACE, INC 

45 C I Host 

1 46 I Choice One 
I t 

Company Address 


301 N Main Street, Suite 5000, Greenville SC, 29601 


PO Box 5076, Stn. Main,, 950 Syscon Road, Burlington, ON, L7R- 

4S6, CA 


10 Marshall Street, Old Greenwich, CT, 06870, US 


Corporate Headquarters, 1 1 1 1 1 Sunset Hills Road, Reston, VA, 

20190-5339 


14605 South 50th Street. Phoenix. AZ. 85044-647 1, US. 


6700 Huntley Rd, Worthington, OH, 43229 


VRIO, 8005 South Chester Street, Suite 200, Englewood, CO, 

801 12 


202 S. Randolph Avea,. Elkins, WV, 26241 


2001 Westgate Drive, Suite 130, Carrollton, TX, 75006 


2403 Sidney St, Suite 510, Pittsburgh, PA, 15232 


105 USB 2, University Park, PA, 16802. 


Wholesale Internet Division, 333 S. Beverly Drive, Suite 105, 

Beverly Hills, CAY 90212 


ISO51Office of the Chief Information Officer 5b. Org, MSFC, AL, 

35812 


540 Delaware Ave., Palmerton, PA, 1807 1 


14455 N Hayden Road, Suite 226, Scottsdale, AZ, 85260 


1500 Crittenden Lane, Mountain View, CA, 94043, US 


515 South Flower St. 47th Floor, LOS ANGELES, CA, 90071, US 


8907 N. Pt. Washington, Milwaukee, WI, 53217, US 


AT&T, 200 S. LAUREL AVE., MIDDLETOWN, NJ, 07748, US 


5738 Pacific Center Blvd, San Diego, CA, 92121, US 


9805 Scranton Road, San Diego, CA, 921 2 1, US 


11 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, NY, 10007, US 

1851 Central Drive, #110, Bedford, TX, 761 12, US 

100 Chestnut St., Rochester, NY, 14609, US 



Coinpany Name 

Communications Inc 

47 GE Corporate (Mail for 
joe.libonati@nbcuni.com ) 

48 Highvision 

49 Hewlett-Packard Company 

50 	 MPOWER 

COMMUNICATIONS 


5 1 	 Terra Networks, 

52 	 Domain Name Holding 
Company, Inc 

53 Abexis 

54 Hughes Network Systems 

55 University of Western 
Ontario 

56 Jack Dorr Dba 

57 Optimum Online 
(Cablevision Systems) 

58 Internet Connect Company, 
Inc. 

59 CompuServe, Inc. 

60 Snow Hill Enterprises 

61 Neonova Network Services 

62 Corn Net, Inc. 

63 TDS TELECOM 

64 Fanch Communications 

65 McLeodUSA Incorporated 

66 Collabnet 

67 Oricom Internet 

168 	 iPowerWeb, Inc. 
I 

[ 69 	 NECTARTECH, LLC, 

Company Address 

Network Administrator, nic.admin@ge.com, 1 Independence Way, 
Princeton, NJ 08540 

P.0 Box 60, Vandergrift, PA, 15690, US 

3000 Hanover Street, Palo Alto, CA, 94304, US 

175 SULLY'S TRAIL, SUITE 350, PITTSFORD, NY, 14534, US 

11300 NW 25th ST, Miami, FL, 33172, US 

70 Blanchard Rd., Burlington, Massachusetts 01803, US 

318 Indian Trace #332, Weston, FL, 33326, US 

11717 Exploration Lane, DirecWAY Network Management Center, 
Germantown, MD, 20876, US 

Information Technology Services, Natural Sciences Building, Rrn 
108, London, ON, N6A-5B7, CA 

268 Bush St #5000, San Francisco, CA, 94104, US 

1 1 1 New South Road, Hicksville, NY, 1 180 1, US 

2815 NW 13 Street Suite 201, Gainesville, FL, 32609, US 

5000 Arlington Centre Blvd., Columbus, OH, 43220 

401 3rd Ave, Ashford, AL, 36312, US 

1000 Perimeter Park Drive, Suite K, Morrisville, NC, 27560, US 

P.O. Box 2038, Wapakoneta, OH, 45895 

525 Junction Rd., Madison, WI, 53717 

LLC, 1873 S. Bellaire, Suite 1550, Denver, CO, 80222, US 

6400 C Street SW, PO Box 3177, Cedar Rapids, IA, 52406, US 

8000 Marina Blvd., Suite 600, Brisbane, CA, 94005, US 

400, Nolin, Vanier, QC, GlM-lE7, CA 

919 East Jefferson Street, Phoenix, AZ, 85034, US 


1346 THE ALAMEDA, STE 7-219, SAN JOSE, CA, 95 126-2699, 


http:nic.admin@ge.com


Company Name Company Address 

us 
70 Cablevision Systems Corp., 11 11 Stewart Avenue, Bethpage, NY, 11714, US 

7 1 PenTeleData Inc., 540 Delaware Ave., Palmerton, PA, 1807 1, US 

72 Puerto Rico Telephone Ave Roosevelt 1513 7th Floor, P.O. Box 360998, San Juan, 00936- 
Company 0998, PR 

I
73 CITY OF CHASKA CHASKANET, ONE CITY HALL PLAZA, CHASKA, MN, 

55318, US 
I 

174 Wave Broadband, LLC, 401 Kirkland Park Place, Suite 313, Kirkland, WA, 98033, US 

75 Valor Telecommunications 201 E. John Carpenter Frwy., Suite 200, Irving, TX, 75062, US 
Enterprises, LLC 

76 Dell, Inc. One Dell Way MS 8033, Round Rock, TX, 78682, US 

77 FortressITX 100 Delawanna Ave, Clifton, NJ, 07014, US 

78 Solidspace LLC, 11 1 N. Chestnut St., Ste. 200, Winston Salem, NC, 27101, US 

Table 1. Organizations that have rejected e-mail from Gatworks.com for various reasons. None of the 
reasons involve the transmission of spam. The table is organized in the order the e-mail was rejected. 
The last items in the table are the most recent rejections. The first item in the table represents a 
rejection of some 3 to 4 years ago. Since it does not take more that 5 minutes to apply or remove a 
rejection schema, those entries that are old, may have eliminated, or adopted a different approach to e- 
mail refusal in the intervening time. 
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I
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Date 

20-jan-2007 

30-Dec-2006 

2-Oct-2006 

19-Jul-2006 

31-Oct-2005 

26-Sep-2005 

15-sep-2005 

19-aug-2005 

04-jan 2005 

01-oct-2004 

30-oct-2004 

08-feb-2005 

08-feb-2005 

19-feb-2005 

25-feb-2005 

26-mar-2005 

20-jul-2005 

04-dec-2005 

08-feb-2006 

19-jun-2006 

01-aug-2006 

02-dec-2006 

26-dec-2006 

04-jan-2007 

05-Feb-2007 

09-Feb-2007 

12-feb-2007 

ISP 

earthlink.net 

earthlink.net 

earthlink.net 

eda-
innovation.co~n 

ac.net 

corp.carolina.net 

lakefolks.org 

e-xpedient.com 

a01 .corn 

earthlink.net 

earthlink.net 

microsoft.com 

microsoft.com 

webedge.com 

erols.com 

hi57.com 

Versatel.nl 

Jpl.Nasa.gov 

Sprint.net 

Bizland-inc.com 

Verizon.net 

Perkel.com 

Dell.com 

Dell.com 

Charter.net 

Jmatt.net 

Solidspace.com 

ISP rejection notice 

Dynamic/zombied/spam IPS blocked 

Dynamic/zombiedhpam IPS blocked 

Dynamiclzombiedlspam IPS blocked 

Dynamic IP address See http://www.sorbs,net 

Blocked using dul.dnsbl.sorbs.net 

Host blacklisted dnsbI.njabl.org 

Blacklisted see http:Nwww.niabl.orq 

blocked using combined.njabl.org Dynamic/Residential IP range 

AOL does not accept e-mail transactions from dynamic or residential IP addresses 

Dynamic IPsIopen relays blocked 

Dialupslopen relays blocked. Contact <openrelay@abuse.earthlink.net> 

Your IP address appears to be dynamically assigned. 

Your IP address appears to be dynamically assigned. 

Mail refused by blackhole site rbl-plus.mail-abuse.org 

You are not allowed to send mail. Please refer to www.spanihaus.org 

EMAlL from mailserver is refused. Http://spamblock.outblaze.coni 

Blocked. Your 124 netblock has more than 9 listings at http://dsbl.org 

Blocked using dnsbl.sorbs.net 

Mail refused by rbl-plus.mail-abuse.org 

No mail accepted from this host 

Email from your email service provider is currently blocked by verizon 

Is blacklisted at dynablock.njabl.org 

IP address are being rejected due to low SenderBase Reputation score. 

IP address are being rejected due to low SenderBase Reputation score. 

Email erroneously tagged as [SPAM] 

Remote Host Said: 553 http://www.spamhaus.org 

Blocked due to listing i n  http://cornbined.njabl.org 

Table 2. is a list of rejection e-mail examples from various ISP7s and users. These examples never 
reached the intended party. They are blocked "at the connection levei" ( B8 ). Most of the time a 
business entity has their e-mail routed to their ISP for processing. 

http://www.sorbs,net
http:Nwww.niabl.orq
Http://spamblock.outblaze.coni
http://dsbl.org
http://www.spamhaus.org
http://cornbined.njabl.org
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Short Description of documentation 


Earthlink Spam Blocker 


Verizon Whitelist policy 


Statement from Verizon Online regarding Spam Filtering 


Verizon Internet Security 


Verizon High Speed Internet For Business: Speed and Feature Packages 


Verizon High Speed Internet For Business: IP Address Types 


AOL: ERROR 554 RTR:BB 


IronPort Reputation Filters Page 1 


IronPort Reputation Filters Page 2 


America Online, Microsoft, and YAHOO! Join forces against spam. Page 1 


America Online, Microsoft, and YAHOO! Join forces against spam. Page 2 


MAAWG Sponsor Members 


MAAWG Membership Application 


MAAWG: Managing Port 25 for Residential or Dynamic IP space. Page 1 


MAAWG: Managing Port 25 for Residential or Dynamic IP space. Page 2 


MAAWG: Managing Port 25 for Residential or Dynamic IP space. Page 3 


MAAWG: Best Practices for Internet Providers and Network Operators. Page 1 


MAAWG: Best Practices for Internet Providers and Network Operators. P a g  2 


MAAWG: Best Practices for Internet Providers and Network Operators. Page 3 


MAAWG: Best Practices for Internet Providers and Network Operators. Page 4 


MAAWG: qest Practices for Internet Providers and Network Operators. Page 5 


MAAWG: Email Metrics Program. Page 1 


MAAWG: Email Metrics Program. Page 2 


MAAWG: Email Metrics Program. Page 3 


Earthlink Static IP Add-On 


Earthlink Business High Speed Product Comparison 


Table 3. A short description of the documentation 



. , 

Subject: failure notice 

From: MAILER-DAEMON@gatworks.com 

Date: 20 Jan 2007 20:02:04 -0000 

To: ~ g a t w o r k s . c o r n  

X-Account-Key:account3 

X-UIDL: 1169323324.20944.laptopserver.gatworks.com 

X-Mozilla-S ta tus: 0003 

X-Mozilla-S tatus2: 00000000 

Return-Path:o 

Delivered-To: gatworks-com$@g atworks.com 

Received: (qmail20942 invoke for bounce); 20 Jan 2007 20:02:04 -0000 


Hi. This is the qmail-send program at gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


earthlink.net>: 

209.86.93.227 but sender was reiected. 


Remote host said: 550 550 ~~namic/zombied/s~&n 
IPS blocked. Write 

blockedbvearthlink@abuse.earthlink.net 


--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 

Return-Path: qatworks.com 

Received: ( q m m 0 9 4 0  invoked from network); 20 Jan 2007 20:02:03 -0000 

Received: £;om unknown (HELO ?192.168.33.100?) (192.168.33.100) 

bv qatworks.com with SMTP; 20 Jan 2007 20:02:03 -0000 


~essage-ID: <45B27531.4020309@qatworks .corn> 

Date: Sat, 20 Jan 2 15:01: 53 -0500 

From: "U. George" < aatworks.com> 

User-Agent: Mozilla Thunderbird 1.0.2-6 (X11/20050513) 

X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 


content-~ype: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1; format=flowed 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 


gimrne a call-back? plz 


http:gatworks.com
mailto:blockedbvearthlink@abuse.earthlink.net


Subject: failure notice 

From: MAILER-DAEMON@gatworks.com 

Date: 30 Dec 2006 12:28:02 -0000 

To:~ g a t w o r k s . c o m  

X-Account-Key: account3 

X-UIDL: 1167481682.3447.laptopserver.gatworks.com 

X-Mozilla-Status:0003 

X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000 

Return-Path:o 

Delivered-To: gatworks-comgatworks .com 

Received: (qmail3445 invoked for bounce); 30 Dec 2006 12:28:02 -0000 


Hi. This is the qmail-send program at gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


earthlink.net>: 

to 209.86.93.228 but sender was rejected. 


-Remo&e-host said: 550 550 Dynamic/zombied/sparn IPS blocked. Write 

blockedbvearthlink@abuse.ea;thlink. net 


--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 

qatworks.comz 

440 invoked from network); 30 Dec 2006 12:28:00 -0000 


Received: f;om unknown (HELO ?192.168.33.101?) (192.168.33 -101) 

by gatworks.com with SMTP; 30 Dec 2006 12:28r00 -0000 


Message-ID: ~45965BB9.9020902@~atworks.com~ 

Date: Sat, 30 Dec 2006 07:29:45 -0500 

From: "U. George" satworks.com> 

User-Aaent: Mozill derbird 1.0.2-6 (X11/20050513) 
-
X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 

MIME-version: 1 

To: Lake Softwa 

"R. J. Smith" 


Subiect: Does t 

~ o n t e n t - ~ ~ ~ e : 
text/plain; charset=1~0-8859-1; forrnat=flowed 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 


find on this page "Korg Parts" 


Does this remind u of anything? 


http:gatworks.com
mailto:blockedbvearthlink@abuse


Subject: failure notice 
From: MAILER-DAEMON@gatworks.co~n 
Date: 2 Oct 2006 01 :10:03 -0000 
To: mgatworks.com 
X-Account-Key: account3 
X-UIDL: 1 15975 1403.153 1 1 .laptopserver.gatworks.com 
X-Mozilla-Status: 0003 
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000 
Return-Path: o 
Delivered-To: gatworks-com~gatworks .com 
Received: (qmail 15309 invoked for bounce); 2 Oct 2006 01 :10:03 -0000 

Hi. This is the qmail-send program at gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


earthlink.net>: 

to 209.86.93.226 but sender was rejected. 


Remote host said: 550 Dynamic IPs/open relays blocked. Contact <o~enrelav@abuse. earthlink .net>. 


--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 

Return-Path: satworks.com> 

5306 invoked from network); 2 Oct 2006 Ol:10:01 -0000 


Received: from unknown (HELO ?192.168.0.37?) (192.168.0.37) 

by gatworks.com with SMTP; 2 Oct 2006 01:10:01 -0000 

Message-ID: ~45206634.3010106@qatworks.com~ 
Date: Sun, 01 Oct 2006 21:09:56 -0400 
From: "U. George" satworks.com> 
User-Aaent: Mozill derbird 1.0.2-6 (X11/20050513) -
X-Acce~t-Lanouaoe:en-us. en 

MIME-V>~S~O~;
1y0 


ahoo.corn> 


~eferences:~200610011448~9.43708.mail@web55705.mail.re3.vahoo.com> 

In-Reply-To: ~20061001144849.43708.mai10web55705.mail.re3.vahoo.com> 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=windows-1252; format=flowed 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 


Fan: to remove the CPU heat, the fan needs to run. The more u use in CPU 

power the more heat is generated. A computer that sits there, idle, 

generates little heat. When you play a game, that continually uses the 
cpu, then lots of heat is generated. The cpu chip could generate as much 
as loowatts ( think of the heat generated by a lOOwatt lightbulb ) .  The 
cpu would burn up in lOmin if the heat is not removed. 
So when it gets hot, u are using a lot of processing. That processing 
needs to be cooled, and the fan turns faster to remove all the excess heat. 
Why don't u watch the cpu usage graph thats avail. i'm not too sure 
whats avail in win xp. U can try control-alt-delete, and see if there is 
a cpu-usage graph there. 

otherwise put the computer, upright, heat exhaust facing up, on the floor. 


&$? wrote: 
ended up in my bulk box instead of regular inbox. I just 


read it. 

We can use the sky miles, let me know what you want to do. 

Right now we have about 60,000 delta miles, each ticket is 25,000. 


Anthony's pc - the fan is loud and goes on anytime it feels like. One 

time pc was just staying there unused, michael pressed some key by 

mistake and the fan took off. This morning. after Anthony left pc on 

all night, I heard the fan going and discovered pc was still on. What 

do you think we should do? 

The noise from the fan is also bothering Anthony when he is playing games. 

My pc, I can hardly hear the fan. 


Anthony's project - He is doing good. He submitted it last Wednesday to 

Bakersfield office of Boys Scouts and should get approval on Monday. He 

called Friday and they said the district manager will approve it on 

monday; he has been busy all week. We'll see Monday. In the 

meantime, he has started preparing to advertise an Eagle Scout Yard Sale 

at Carden School on 10/14th. 

I don't know how he will be painting in November, the nights have 

started getting cold. 


By the way, toward the end of winter around April I guess, the rooms 

started smelling of smoke. We figured the heater was the cause and we 

stopped using it. I had cleaned out the wood stove and it still smelled 

after 1 hour that the heater was on. So we called the heating guy 


mailto:MAILER-DAEMON@gatworks.co~n
http:gatworks.com
mailto:<o~enrelav@abuse


--- - - - -  

Subject: failure notice 
From: MAILER-DAEMON@gatworks.com 
Date: 19 Jul 2006 14:03:47 -0000 
To:q@@gatworks.com 
X-Account-Key: account3 
X-UIDL: 1 153317827.5572.Iaptopserver.gatworks.com 
X-Mozilla-Status: 1001 
X-Mozilla-Status%: 00000000 
Return-Path: o 
Delivered-To: g a t w o r k s - c o ~ g a t w o r k s . c o m  
Received: (qmail5570 invoked for bounce); 19 Jul2006 14:03:47 -0000 

Hi. This is the qmail-send program at gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


<qd@eda- innovation .corn> : 

Connected to 212.227.15.134 but greeting failed. 

Remote host said: 421 mails from 151.205.105.218 refused: Dynamic IP Addresses See: 

http://www.sorbs.nec/lookup.shtm1?151.205.105.218 

I'm not going to try again; this message has been in the queue too long. 


--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 

Return-Path: mqatworks.com> 

Received: (omail 3027 invoked from network); 17 Jul 2006 13:03:41 -0000 

Received: £;om unknown (HELO ?192.168.0.37?) (192.168.0.37) 

bv cratworks.com with SMTP: 17 Jul 2006 13:03:41 -0000 


- 4 -

Message-ID: s44BB8B02.60702@cratworks.com~ 

Date: Mon, 17 Jul 2006 09:05:06 -0400 

From: "U. George" 911@qatwnrks.com> 

User-Aqent: Mozilla Thunderbird 1.0.2-6 (X11/20050513)
-
X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 

MIME-Version: 1.0 


~ 

To: * I . 
da-innovation.com 

~eferences:~20060713002301.26477.qmail@web55704.mail.re3.vahoo.com~ 
In-Reply-To: ~20060713002301.26477.qmail@web55704.mail.re3.vahoo.com~ ' 
Content-Tvue: text/~lain: charset=windows-1252: format=flowed 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: lbit 

I have looked at the demo of freerouting. 


its an interesting demo of PC board circuit 'routing'. Sorta reminds me 

of IBM long ago when they showed how they drew the circuit tracing on 

the custom logic boards for their IBM 360 series computer. 


Also curious as to how they contain RF radiation when they create a pc 
board circuit design. Does not seem to contain any traces with larger 
widths ( ie power, ground, .... ) ,  but thats something else. 

They seem to use java 'swing'. Use just one CPU ( 2 available ) .  

The simple GUI features appear to be missing, ie Exit, Save, Save as, 
Print, Print Setup, .... ) which most (MS, and X ) folks like to see. 

What is it that they want done? 


BTW: there seems to be some bugs when i played with the controls/buttons. 


the email from Gottfried. Three tries of forwarding it 

did not work, so I copied it over to here and sent it without any pictures. 

Gottfried want's to know if you are interested. 

Dear Meryem, 


thank you for the nice conversation on skype. 

I am looking forward to talk to you in detail on Sunday before DAC and' 

on Tuesday during DAC. 


It would be nice to talk to your friend George from New York soon. 

If he likes Java, he might be the perfect person doing some projects 

together with us. 


Maybe he wants to look at .n*nw.freeroatinq.net 

chttp://;vm.freeroutinq.net/> . 
I do have access to the source code (or the javadoc and the 

corresponding "routines"). 

He can get it just by writing an email to info@frerroutinq.rlft 

<ComDose?Tc,=info@freeroutinq.net> and mention my name. 


I 

http:gatworks.com
http://www.sorbs.nec/lookup.shtm1?151.205.105.218
mailto:info@frerroutinq.rlft


- - 

Subject: failure notice 
From: MAILER-DAEMON @gatworks.com 
Date: 3 1 Oct 2005 21:18:40 -0000 
To:~gatworks . com 
X-UIDL: 1 130793520.2 1417.laptopserver.gatworks.com 
X-Mozilla-Status:000 1 
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000 
Return-Path: o 
Delivered-To: gatworks-com~gatworks .com 
Received: (qmail214 15 invoked for bounce); 3 1 Oct 2005 21:18:40 -0000 

Hi. This is the qmail-send program at gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


-ace net>: 
208.170.147.2.31 does not like recipient. 

Remote host said: 554 Service unavailable; Client host [68.161.26.2021 blocked using 

dul.dnsbl.sorbs.net; Dynamic IP Addresses See: httw://www.sorbs.net/looku~.shtm1?68.161.26.202 

Giving up on 208.170.147.231. 


--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 

Return-Path: atworks.com> 

Received: ( q m s ? 4 1 2  invoked from network); 31 Oct 2005 21:18:26 -0000 

Received: from unknown (HELO gatworks.com) (192.168.0.37) 
bv aatworks.com with SMTP: 31 Oct 2005 21:18:26 -0000 

Message-ID: ~43668~94.3000501@aatworks.com~ ., 

Date: Mon, 31 Oct 2005 16:20:20 -0500 

From: "U. George" mqatworks.com> 

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:l.O.l) Gecko/20020830 
-
X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 

MIME-Verslon: 1.0 

To: Bridget lakefolks.orq> 

CC: Bridget s a c n e t >  

Subject: Re: Fw: Grand Canyon New Walkway 

~eferences: <005f01c5dele$~c965f00$f600a8~0@mshome.net~ 

Content-Tme: text/wlain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed 


Bridget wrote: 
 I 
My friend checked Google and this is apparently true. 

Maybe for some people but not me! 


i' think this would be true for all people. ; - I  

http:gatworks.com


Subject: failure notice 

From: MAILER-DAEMON@gatworks.com 

Date: 26 Sep 2005 20:56:28 -0000 

T o : ~ g a t w o r k s . c o m  

X-UIDL: 1 127768188.15014.laptopserver.gatworks.com 

X-Mozilla-S tatus: 0001 

X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000 

Return-Path: o 

Delivered-To: gatworks-com~gatworks .com 

Received: (qmail 15012 invoked for bounce); 26 Sep 2005 20:56:28 -0000 


Hi. This is the qmail-send program at gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


<qarvcarr@com.carolina.net>: 

Connected to 208.170.147.162 but greeting failed. 


. Remote host said: 550 This system is configured to reject mail from 68.161.26.202 [68.161.26.202] 
(Host blacklisted - Found on Realtime Black List server '202.26.161.68.dnsbl.njabl.org') 
I'm not going to try again; this message has been in the queue too long. 

--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 

Return-Path: ~"satworks.com> 

Received: (qmail 7156 invoked from network); 19 Sep 2005 19:56:27 -0000 

Received: from unknown (HELO gatworks.com) (192.168.0.9) 

by gatworks.com with SMTP; 19 Sep 2005 19:56:27 -0000 a 

Message-ID: ~432F1820.7030501@qatv~orks~corn~ 
Date: Mon, 19 Sep 2005 15:57:20 -0400 
From: "U. George" -gatworks. corns 
User-Agent: Mozilla/S.O (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:l.O.l) Gecko/20020830 

' 	 X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: Gary Carr -=aarycarr@corp.carolina.net7 
Subject: Re: Fw: Friend being blacklisted by lakefolks.org POP3 
References: <000c01c5bd44$c37dbb30$0100a8c0@home> ~432F0755.20005@cratworks.com> 
~000a01c5bd4b$ccOb80fO$O10Oa8cO@home>~Olfc01c5bd4f$6e4663aO$eaOaOOOa@colnetworks.net~ 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=windows-1252; format=flowed 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 


I tried google. Just to satisfy my curiosity. It does not say anything. 


Gary Carr wrote: 


Well if the word pool in the hostname is not a good enough clue try 

googling that ip address. 


Gary 


From the info that gary has provided, there is nothing to indicate 

that 

it is from a dynamic anything. Its just presumptious on his part. 


I any case, rejection policy should be in the purview of the domain 

owner. 


[root@laptopserver MyRblsmtpdl# nslookup qatworks.com 

Server: 192.168.0.40 

Address : 192.168.0.40#53 


Name: gatworks.com 

Address: 68.161.26.202 

Name: gatworks.com 

Address: 192.168.0.40 


Lake Software wrote: 


mailto:MAILER-DAEMON@gatworks.com
http:gatworks.com


Subject: failure notice 
From: MAILER-DAEMON @gatworks.com 
Date: 15 Sep 2005 10:45:43 -0000 
To:@ gatworks.com 
X-UIDL: 1 12678 1 143.32257.laptopserver.gatworks.com 
X-Mozilla-Status:1001 
X-Mozilla-Sta tus2: 00000000 
Return-Path: o 
Delivered-To:g a t w o r k s - c o ~ g a t w o r k s . c o m  
Received: (qmail32255 invoked for bounce); 15 Sep 2005 10:45:43 -0000 

Hi. This is the qmail-send program at gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


9 C I l a k e f o l k s  .orq>: 

Connected to 208.170.149.49 but sender was rejected. 

Remote host said: 553 5.3.0 BLACKLISTED - see http://www.niabl.orq 


--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 

Return-Path: cratworks.com> 

Received: ( w e 2 2 5 3  invoked h o m  network); 15 Sep 2005 10:45:41 -0000 

Received: from unknown (HELO gatworks.com) (192.168.0.9) 

by gatworks.com with SMTP; 15 Sep 2005 10:45:41 -0000 


Message-ID: ~432950E4.9090201@cratworks.com> 

Date.: Thu, 15 Sep 2005 06:45:56 -0400 

From: "U. George" w q a t w o r k s  .corn> 

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:l.O.l) Gecko/20020830 

X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

To: Lake Software -lakefolks.orq> 

Subject: [Fwd: failure notice] 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed 

Content-Transfer-Encoding:7bit 
 Ak, 
Hi. This is the qmail-send program at gatworks.com. 1 .] -

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


Connected to 208.170.149.49 but sender was rejected. 

Remote host said: 553 5.3.0 BLACKLISTED - see htt~://www.niabl.orq 


--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 


Return-Path: 

Received: (qmail 32242 invoked from network); 15 Sep 2005 10:31:29 -0000 

Received: from unknown (HELO gatworks.com) (192.168.0.9) 

by gatworks.com with SMTP; 15 Sep 2005 10:31:29 -0000 


Message-ID: ~43294D8F.8020709@qatworks.com> 

Date: Thu, 15 Sep 2005 06:31:43 -0400 

From: 'U. ~eorge" 

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Xll; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:l.O.l) Gecko/20020830 

X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

To: Lake Software 

Subject: Re: u probably heard this before, but when u get a chance . . .  

References: ~4325A189.7030901@qatworks.com~~000601c5b7e6$2f276840$0100a8c0@home~ 

~4326177F.4070502@satworks.com~ ~003301c5b85b$04777700$010Oa8cOehome~ 

~4326C158.1030201@qatworks.com> ~000a01c5b85c$c69cbd30$0100a8c0@home~ 

<4326C37E.6080509@satworks.com> ~001c01c5b85f$f97a4170$0100a8c0@home~ 

<4326CAD2.4060905@qatworks.com> ~001501c5b8bc$600993dO$O1OOa8c0@home~ 

~43289E47.9090200@qatworks.com> ~000a01c5b97f$fe27bf10$010Oa8c0@home~ 

Content-Type: textlplain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 


i would call that something I didnt type in. Maybe I should say, its 

something i dont remem typeing in. need research. need to wake up 


Lake Software wrote: 


http:gatworks.com
http://www.niabl.orq
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Subject: failure notice 
From: MAILER-DAEMON@gatworks.com 
Date: 19 Aug 2005 23:26:57 -0000 
T o pgatworks.com 
X- DL: 1 1244940 17.6637 .laptopserver.gatworks.com 
X-Mozilla-Status:0001 
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000 
Return-Path: o 
Delivered-To: g a t w o r k s - c o ~ g a t w o r k s . c o m  
Received: (qmail6635 invoked for bounce); 19 Aug 2005 23:26:57 -0000 

Hi. This is the qmail-send program at gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


cIPM@e-xpedient.com>: 

209.166.161.229 does not like recipient. 
Remote host said: 554 Service unavailable; Client host [151.205.171.159] blocked using 
combined.njabl.org; Dynamic/Residential IP range listed by NJABL dynablock -
http://niabl.orq/dynablock.html 
Giving up on 209.166.161.229. 

cwebmasterae-xpedient.com>: 

209.166.161.229 does not like recipient. 
Remote host said: 554 Service unavailable; Client host [151.205.171.159] blocked using 
combined.njab1.org; Dynamic/Residential IP range listed by NJABL dynablock -
http://niabl.orq/dvnablock.html 
Giving up on 209.166.161.229. 

cpostmaster@e-xpedient.com>: 

209.166.161.229 does not like recipient. 
Remote host said: 554 Service unavailable; Client host [151.205.171.159] blocked using 
combined.niabl.orq; Dvnamic/Residential IP range listed by NJABL dynablock --
h t t ~:/ /nj a61. orq/dvnablock .htrnl 
Giving up on 209.166.161.229. 

--- Below this line is a copy of the message. I\ / 
Return-Path: q a t w o r k s . c o m >  

Received: (qmail 6631 invoked from network); 19 Aug 2005 23:26:48 -0000 

Received: from unknown (HELO gatworks.com) (192.168.0.9) 

by gatworks.com with SMTP; 19 Aug 2005 23:26:48 -0000 


Message-ID: ~43066CCC.6000104@qatworL.s.com~ 

Date: Fri, 19 Aug 2005 19:35:40 -0400 

From: "U. George" qatworks.com> 

User-Agent: Mozilla/S.O (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; r v : l . O  Gecko/20020830 

X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

To: IPM@e-xpedient.com, postmaster@e-xpedient.com, 

webmasterme-x~edientmm 

Subject: can you tell me whats going on with cloudwing.com? 

Content-Twe: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed 


- - ------ Original Message --------
From: - Fri Aug 19 19:30:31 2005 
X-UIDL: 1124493574.6588.1aptopserver.gatworks.com 

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001 

X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000 

Return-Path: <> 
Delivered-To: qatworks-co aatworks.com 

Received: (qmail 6586 i n v e f o r  bounce); 19 Aug 2005 23:19:34 -0000 

Date: 19 Aug 2005 23:19:34 -0000 

From: M A I L E R - D A E M O N @ ~ ~ ~ W O ~ ~ S . ~ ~ ~  

T o : ~ a t w o r k s . c o m  

Subject: fail'ure notice 


Hi. This is the qmail-send program at gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


http:gatworks.com
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-0 


Subject: failure notice 

From: MAILER-DAEMON@laptopserver.gatworks.com 

Date: 4 Jan 2005 00:20:30 -0000 

T o wgatworks.com 

X-UIDL: 1104798030.6566.LaptopServer 

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001 

X-Mozilla-Status2:00000000 

Return-Path: o 

Delivered-To: g a t w o r k s - c o ~ g a t w o r k s . c o m  

Received: (qmail 6564 invoked for bounce); 4 Jan 2005 00:20:30 -0000 


Hi. This is the qmail-send program at laptopserver.gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


aol. corn>: 

64.12.138.120 but greeting failed. 
-

Remote host said: 554- (RTR:BB) http://postmaster.info.aol.com/errors/554rtrbb~html 
554- AOL does not accept e-mail transactions from dynamic or residential 
554- IP addresses. 
554 Connecting IP: 141.149.32.243 
I'm not going to try again; this message has been in the queue too long. 

--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 

Return-Path: qatworks.com> 

Received: ( q m g 3 l l  invoked from network); 27 Dec 2004 23:19:29 -0000 

Received: from unknown (HELO gatworks.com) (192.168.0.37) 

by 1aptopserver.gatworks.com with SMTP; 27 Dec 2004 23:19:29 -0000 


Message-ID: ~41D096F7.8080402@~atworks.com> 

Date: Mon, 27 Dec 2004 18:12:55 -0500 

From: "U. George" @qatworks.corn> 

User-Agent: Mozilla/S.O (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:l.O.l) Gecko/20020830 

X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 

MIME-Vers ion : 1.0 

To: a01 .com 

Subj-e first night? 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
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-- 

Subject: [Fwd: failure notice] 
From: "U. George" <gatgul@gatworks.com> 
Date: Fri, 01 Oct 2004 17:46:25 -0400 
To: openrelay@abuse.earthlink.net 
X-Mozilla-Status:000 1 
X-Mozilla-Status2:00800000 
Message-ID: <4 15DD03 1.6000902 @gatworks.com> 
User-Agent: Mozilla/S.O (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv: 1.0.1) Gecko/20020830 
X-Accept-Language:en-us, en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: textlplain; charset=us-ascii; format=ilowed 
Content-Transfer-Encoding:7bit 

- - - - - --- Original Message --------
From: - Fri Oct 1 17:39:13 2004 
X-UIDL: 1096665452.3077.LaptopServer 

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001 

X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000 

Return-Path: <> 
Delivered-To: qatworks-com qatworks.com 

Received: (qmail 3075 invok=bounce); 1 Oct 2004 21:17:31 -0000 

Date: I Oct 2004 21:17:31 -0000 

From: MAILER-DAEMON@laptopserver.qatworks.com 

TO:m q a t w o r k s .com 
subject: failure notice 

Hi. This is the qmail-send program at laptopserver.gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


<~lbeasanta@earthlink.net>: 

Connected to 207.217.125.22 but sender was rejected. 

Remote host said: 550 Dynamic IPs/open relays blocked. Contact <openrelav@abuse.earthlink.net>. 


--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 

Return-Path: -qatworks.com> 

Received: (qmail 3073 invoked from network); 1 Oct 2004 21:17:25 -0000 

Received: from unknown (HELO gatworks-com) (192.168.0.37) 

by laptopserver.gatworks.com with SMTP; 1 Oct 2004,21:17:25 -0000 


Message-ID: ~415DC923.9020903@qatworks.com~ 

Date: Fri, 01 Oct 2004 17:16:19 -0400 

From: "U. George" -cratworks.com> 

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:l.O.l) Gecko/20020830 

X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

To: plheasanta@earthlink.net 

Subject: Also Do not send gifts insured? 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 


Sorry to ask, but why not insure it ? 

mailto:MAILER-DAEMON@laptopserver.qatworks.com
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Subject: [Fwd: failure notice] 

From: "U. George" m g a t w o r k s . c o m >  

Date: Sat, 30 Oct 2004 10:22:16 -0400 

To: openrelay@abuse.earthlink.net 

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001 

X-Mozilla-Status2:00800000 

Message-ID: <4 183A398.2020902 @gatworks.corn> 

User-Agent: Mozilla/S.O (XI 1;U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:1 .O. 1) Gecko/20020830 

X-Accept-Language:en-us, en 

MIME-Version: 1 .O 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed 

Content-Transfer-Encoding:7bit 


BTW, you do tell your subscribers that you refuse to deliver legitimate/business mail? dont you? 


--- - ---- Original Message --------
From: - Sat Oct 30 10:16:58 2004 
X-UIDL: 1099146029.8358.LaptopServer 

' X-Mozilla-Status: 0001 
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000 
Return-Path: <> 
Delivered-To: atworks-com qatworks.com 
Received: ( q m a m b o u n c e ) ;  30 Oct 2004 14:20:29 -0000 
Date: 30 Oct 2004 14:20:29 -0000 
From: MAILER-DAEMON@laptop~erver.qat~~rks~~~m 
TO:-qatworks .com 
Subject: failure notice 

Hi. This is the qmail-send program at 1aptopserver.gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


~tech@besslerphoto.com>: 

Connected to 207.217.120.56 but sender was rejected. 

Remote host said: 550 Dialups/open relays blocked. Contact <openrelav@abuse.earthlink-net> 


--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 
1 

Return-Path: 1-Pqatworks.com> 

Received: (qmail 8354 invoked from network); 30 Oct 2004 14:20:26 -0000 

Received: from unknown (HELO gatworks.com) (192.168.0.37) 

by laptopserver.gatworks.com with SMTP; 30 Oct 2004 14:20:26 -0000 


Message-ID: ~4183A254.1020908@~atworks.com~ 

Date: Sat, 30 Oct 2004 10:16:52 -0400 

From: "U. George" ~ q a t w o r k s . c o r n >  

User-Agent: Mozilla/S.O (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; .rv:l.O.l) Gecko/20020830 

X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

To: tech@besslerphoto.com 

Subject: PM2A 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 


Is there a way to get a user manual & a service manual for the gizmo? 

How much does the photomultiplier tube cost from you guys? 
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Subject: [Fwd: failure notice] 
From: "U. George" -gatworks.com> 
Date: Tue, 08 Feb 2005 07:39:00 -0500 
To: gtsrb123@microsoft.com 
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001 
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00800000 
Message-ID: <4208B2E4.1040808Ogntworks.com> 
User-Agent: Mozilla/S.O(XI I ;  U; Linux i68h; en-US; rv: 1 .0.1) Geckol20020830 
X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 
MIME-Version: I .O 
Content-Type: textlplain; charset=ISO-8859- 1 ;format=flowed 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 

-------- Original Message --------
From: - Tue Feb 8 07:36:29 2005 
X-UIDL: 1107866836.7665.LaptopServer 
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001 
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000 
Return-Path: o 
Delivered-To: q a t w o r k s - c o l ~ u i l t v ; o r k s .corn 
Received: (qmail 7663 invoked for bounce); 8 Feb 2005 12:47:15 -0000 
Date: 8 Feb-2005 12:47:15 -0000 
From: MAILER-DA~4ON@laptoDserver.qatworks.com 
To: m  o m 
Subject: failure notice 

Hi. This is the qmail-send program at 1aptopserver.gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


<~dbeta@microsoft.com>: 

207.46.121.53 does not like recipient. 

Remote host said: 550 5.7.1 Your IP address 141.149.50.154 appears to be dynamically assigned. Please smarthost your 

mail through your ISP's mail server. If your IP is static or for more information please contact us at 

qtsrbl23@microsoft.com 

Giving up on 207.46.121.53. 


--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 

Return-Path: -qatworks.com> 

Received: (qmail 7656 invoked from network); 8 Feb 2005 12:47:06 -0000 

Received: from unknown (HELO gatworks.com) (192.168.0.37) 

by 1aptopserver.gatworks.com with SMTP; 8 Feb 2005 12:47:06 -0000 

Message-ID: c4208B238.2070101@uatworks.c0m> 
Date: Tue, 08 Feb 2005 07:36:08 -0500 
From: "U. George" -satworks. corn> 
User-Agent: Mozilla/S.O (X11; U: Linux i686; en-US; rv:l.O.l) Gecko/20020830 
X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: MSN-PA-TECE@msn.com, pdbeta@microsoft.com 
Subject: ebay spoofing - [Fwd: Credit/Debit card update] 
Content-Type: textlplain; charset=ISO-8859-1; format=flowed 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: Bbit 

these folks are trying to steal credit card info from folks. They appear 

to be registered by you. 


--- - - - -- Original Message --------
From: - Tue Feb 8 06:05:58 2005 
X-UIDL: 11.07856635.7501.LaptopServer 
X-Mozilla-Status: 1001 
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000 
Return-Path: <nobodvPchini 
Delivered-TO: qatworks-co 
Received: (qmail 7499 invoked from network); 8 Feb 2005 09:57:15 -0000 
Received: from 26.67-19-109.reverse.theplanet.com (HELO 
chimera.myboxnetp1ace.com) (67.19.109.26) by laptopserver.gatworks.com 
with SMTP: 8 Feb 2005 09:57:15 -0000 
Received: from nobody by chimera.myboxnetplace.com with local (Exim 
4.44) id 1CyRy4-0002~5-MD fordqat.works.com; Tue, 08 Feb 2005 
04:47:36 -0500 
To: qatworks.com 
Suberedit/Debit card update 
From: eBay Billing Department <aw-confirm3eba~.com> 
Reply-To: 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/html 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 
Message-Id: ~ :E1C~~R~~4-0002 :v5 -MD@chimera  con>.rnvboxnetplace. 
Date: Tue, 08 Feb 2005 04:47:36 -0500 
X-AntiAbuse: This header was added to track abuse, please include it 
with any abuse report 
X-AntiAbuse: Primary Hostname - chimera.myboxnetplace.com 
X-AntiAbuse: Original Domain - gatworks.com 
X-AntiAbuse: Originator/Caller UID/GID - [99 320031 / 147 121 
X-AntiAbuse: Sender Address Domain - chimera.myboxnetplace.com 
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Subject: [Fwd: failure notice] 
From: "U. George" ~ g a t w o r k s . c o m >  
Date: Tue, 08 Feb 2005 15:46:49 -0500 
To: gtsrb123 @microsoft.com, mattmore@windows.microsoft.com, gtsrb122 @microsoft.com 
X-Mozilla-Status: 000 1 
X-Mozilla-Status2:00800000 
Message-ID: <42092539.4060400@gatworks.com> 
User-Agent: Mozillal5.0 (X11; U; Lin~ix i686; en-US; rv:l .O. 1) Gecko/20020830 
X-Accept-Language:en-us, en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: textfplain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 

can someone please forward this response to mattmore@windows.microsoft.com 

apparently he is unaware that my IP is blocked by your organization. 


AND, while I am at it, can you please also block all e-mail originating from your organization 

*to my domain*. 

thanks 


---- - --- Original Message --------
From: - Tue Feb 8 15:41:23 2005 
X-UIDL: 1107895477.8097.LaptopServer 
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001 
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000 
Return-Path: o 
Delivered-To: atworks-co qatworks.com 
Received: (qma-bounce); 8 Feb 2005 20:44:37 -0000 
Date: 8 Feb 2005 20:44:37 -0000 
From: MAILER-DAEMON@laptopserver.qatworks.com 
To:-qatworks. com 
Subject: failure notice 

Hi. This is the qmail-send program at laptopserver.gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


~mattmore@windows.microsofttcom~: 

207.46.121.51 does not like recipient. 

Remote host said: 550 5.7.1 Your IP address 141.149.50.154 appears to be dynamically assigned. 

Please smarthost your mail through your ISP's mail server. If your IP is static or for more 

information please contact us at qtsrbl23@microsoft.com 

Giving up on 207.46.121.51. 


--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 

Return-Path: -qatworks.com> 

Received: (qmail 8093 invoked from network); 8 Feb 2005 20:44:27 -0000 

Received: from unknown (HELO gatworks-com) (192.168.0.37) 

by 1aptopserver.gatworks.com with SMTP; 8 Feb 2005 20:44:27 -0000 


Message-ID: ~42092214.5040606@qatworks.com~ 

Date: Tue, 08 Feb 2005 15:33:24 -0500 

From: "U. George' L ~ a t w o r k s .  
corn> 

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.O (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:l.O.l) Gecko/20020830 

X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

To: Matt Moreno cmattmore@windows.microsoft.com~ 

Subject: Re: conspiracy to commit fraud. 

References: 

~~0289~3872~~~2498185~~1743006C2E0930ABF2@WIN-MSG-~O.winqroup.windep~oy.ntdev~microsoft.com~ 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 


thanks. 

this does not resolve the issue of folks like me that have IP addresses 

that are "non-grata" by your organization. But this is an FTC issue in 

the relm of unfair business practices. Nice to see, anyway, some fairly 

swift action regarding the allegged atempt to defraud. 


Matt Moreno wrote: 

> I have forwarded the info onto the appropriate people to get the account 

> deleted. 

> Also this article might be of interest to you: 
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Subject: [Fwd: failure notice] 
From: "U. George" -gatworks.corn> 
Date: Sat, 19Feb 2005 12:21:59 -0500 
To: unix @cobaltgroup.com 
X-Mozilla-Status:0001 
X-Mozilla-Status2:00800000 
Message-ID: <42 1775B7.7070203 @gatworks.com> 
User-Agent: Mozilla/S.O (XI1;U; Linux i686; en-US; rv: 1.O. 1 )  Geckol20020830 
X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: textlplain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed 
Content-Transfer-Encoding:7bit 

can u stop these guys from spamming me ! 

---- - --- Original Message --------
From: - Sat Feb 19 12:19:13 2005 
X-UIDL: 1108834066.16676.LaptopServer 
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001 
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000 
Return-Path: <> 
Delivered-To: qatworks.com 
Received : (qma bounce); 19 Feb 2005 17:27:46 -0000 
Date: 19 ~ e b  2005 17:27:46 -0000 
From: MAILER-DAEMON@laptopserver.qatworks.com 
To:,qatworks. com 
Subject: failure notice 

Hi. This is the mail-send program at laptopserver.gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


<28O174@leadrnanaqer.webedqeecom>: 

Connected to 216.231.224.98 but sender was rejected. 

Remote host said: 550 5.7.1 Mail from 141.149.50.154 refused by blackhole site 

rbl-plus.mai.1-abuse.org. Please see httw://mail-abuse.0rq/cqi-bin/lookup?141.149.50.154 for 

further information. 


--- Below this line is a copy of the message 

Return-Path: -qatworks.comz 

Received: (qmail 16672 invoked from network); 19 Feb 2005 17:27:37 -0000 

Received: from unknown (HELO gatworks.com) (192.168.0.37) 

by laptopserver.gatworks.com with SMTP; 19 Feb 2005 17:27:37 -0000 


Message-ID: ~42177482.1040406@qatworks.com~ 

Date: Sat, 19 Feb 2005 12:16:50 -0500 

From: "U. George" -cratworks.com> 

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:l.O.l) Gecko/20020830 

X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

To: Condit Toyota <280174@leadmanac~er.webedqeecom> 

Subject: UNSUBSCRIBE 

References: ~200502191649.ilJGnZS31087@huffet.cobaltqrou~.com~ 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 


Condit Toyota wrote: 
> u, thank you for the e-mail. Condit's Toyota will like to invite you to our dealership. Today 
Saturday for a two days sale. Information that we're received from our weather forecaster, 
indicates that Monday President Day, we're due for some inclement weather. So we want to clear 
as many vehicles as possible. By the end of business today. This is going to be our biggesst 
most gigantic sales ever. 
> 1, up to $2500 in rebates on new models 
> 2. Buy a le fw. for $500 over invoice 
> 3. Check our internet websites for more SAVINGS. ~~~.condittovota.com 
> 4. great amount of Tacoma, Sienna, Highlander, Tundra, Corolla, Rav4, and the family favorite 
and number 1 selling vehicle in America THE CAMRY. 
> 
> 
> Thank you 
> Peter Elia 

mailto:@cobaltgroup.com
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http:rbl-plus.mai.1-abuse.org
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Subject: [Fwd: failure notice] 

From: "U. George" -gatworks.com> 

Date: Fri, 25 Feb 2005 22:06:09 -0500 

T o . ~ e r o l s . c o m  

X-Mozilla-S tatus: 0001 

X-Mozilla-Status2:00800000 

Message-ID: <42 1FE7A 1.6060805 @gatworks.corn> 

User-Agent:Mozillal5.O (X 1 1; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv: 1 .O. 1) Gecko/20020830 

X-Accept-Language:en-us, en 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

Content-Type:textlplain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed 

Content-Transfer-Encoding:7bit 


Maybe u need a better ISP. Anyway, thanks for the info. 


----- - - - Original Message --------

From: - Fri Feb 25 22:03:04 2005 

X-UIDL: 1109387679.22143.LaptopServer 

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001 

X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000 

Return-Path: o 

Delivered-To: q a t w o r k s - c o ~ q a t w o r k s . c o m  

Received: (qmail 22141 invoked for bounce); 26 Feb 2005 03:14:39 -0000 

Date: 26 Feb 2005 03:14:39 -0000 

From: MAILER-DAEMON4laptopserver.qatworks.com 

To: .com
'qatworks 

Subject: failure notice 


Hi. This is the qmail-send program at laptopserver.gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


adel~hia.net>: 	 I68.168.78.104 but sender was rejected. 

Remote host said: 550 You are not allowed to send mail. Please refer to ;.rww.spamhaus.orq, 

dsbl.org and njabl.org for more information. 


--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 

Return-Path: 

Received: (qmail 22139 invoked from network); 26 Feb 2005 03:14:37 -0000 

Received: from unknown (HELO gatworks.com) (192.168.0.37) 

by laptopserver.gatworks.comwith SMTP; 26 Feb 2005 03:14:37 -0000 


Message-ID: <421FE6DF.5090209@qatworks.com> 

Date: Fri, 25 Feb 2005 22:02:55 -0500 

From: "U. George" m q a t w o r k s . c o m >  

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:l.O.l) Gecko/20020830 

X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

To: "David L. Wilson" -adelphia.net> 

Subject: Re: HDOP/VDOP/PDOP calculation. 

References: ~421F83E4.5020007@qatworks.com~~058101c51baa$47269bb0$2b02a8cO@Hew2~ 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 


Any other treaty's into the mysteries of hdop et a1 calculations? 


BTW. Need to credit ur work. The Garmin/gpslB-USB only produces binary 

data, and not NMEA sentences. There are no hdop numbers. I'm not 

prepaired to go into linear algebra at this time of my life - at least 

if i dont have to. 


wrote: 

-how the HDOP values are calculated in the first place. 

> 

> 


1 	 > There is a description in Leick's GPS Satellite Surveying but I could 
> not bet the result to agree with the Garmin's reproted values. Attached 
> is a BASIC program I wrote based on the book. 

mailto:@gatworks.corn>
http:laptopserver.gatworks.com


Subject: Fwd:  failure notice] 
From: "U. George" -gatworks.com> 
Date: Sat, 26 Mar 2005 06:28:49 -0500 
To: abuse@xo.com 
X-Mozilla-Status:0001 
X-Mozilla-Status2:00800000 
Message-ID: ~42454771.9010904@gatworks.com> 
User-Agent: Mozilla/S.O (XI I; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv: 1.0.1) Gecko/20020830 
X-Accept-Language:en-us, en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed 
Content-Transfer-Encoding:7bit 

-- - ----- Original Message --------
From: - Sat Mar 26 06:18:18 2005 
X-UIDL: 1111835568.18838.1aptopserver.gatworks.com 
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001 
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000 
Return-Path: -=> 
Delivered-To: qatworks-co qatworks.com 
Received: (qmail 18836 i  n  s  r  bounce); 26 Mar 2005 11:12:48 -0000 
Date: 26 Mar 2005 11:12:48 -0000 
From: MAILER-DAEMON@qatworks.com 
To: qatworks.com 
S u b j w a i l u r e  notice 

Hi. This is the qmail-send program at gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


<mail@hi57.com>: 

205.158.62.200 does not like recipient. 

Remote host said: 554 EMail from mailserver at 68.161.36.235 is refused. See 

htt~://s~amblock.outblaze.com/68.161.36.235 

Giving up on 205.158.62.200. 


--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 

Return-Path: r q a t w o r k s . c o m >  

Received: (qmail 18834 invoked from network); 26 Mar 2005 11:12:37 -0000 

Received: from unknown (HELO gatworks-corn) (192.168.0.37) 

bv satworks.com with SMTP; 26 Mar 2005 11:12:37 -0000 


~essage-ID: <4245439~. 
2020301@qatworks. corn> 
Date: Sat, 26 Mar 2005 06:12:30 -0500 
From: "U . George" atwo works.corn> 
User-Agent: Mozilla/S.O (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:l.O.l) Gecko/20020830 
X-Accept-Language: en-us , en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: mail@hi57.com 
Subject: Is w-fi internet available in the hotel 1st floor confrence hall? 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 

mailto:abuse@xo.com
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Subject: [Fwd: failure notice] spam from from unlabelled-9 1-45-58-8 1.versatel.net (8 1 -58.45.9 1) 
From: "U. George" ~ g a t w o r k s . c o m >  
Date: Wed, 20 Jul2005 18:43:43 -0400 
To: abuse @versatel.nl 
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001 
X-Mozilla-S tatus2: 00800000 
Message-ID: <42DED39F.2050802@gatworks.com> 
User-Agent:Mozilla/5.O (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv: 1.O. 1) Gecko/20020830 
X-Accept-Language:en-us, en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: textlplain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed 
Content-Transfer-Encoding:7bit 

-------- Original Message --------
From: - Wed Jul 20 18:42:00 2005 
X-UIDL: 1121897733.20641.1aptopserver.gatworks.com 

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001 

X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000 
Return-Path: <> 
Delivered-To: qatworks-com qatworks.com 
Received: (qmail 20639 i n v o w r  bounce); 20 Jul 2005 22:15:31 -0000 

Date: 20 Jul 2005 22:15:31 -0000 

From: MAILER-DAEMON@qatworks.com 

To:-qatworks. com 4Subject: failure notice 


Hi. This is the qmail-send program at gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


-=abuse@zonnet.nl>: 

62.58.50.9 does not like recipient. 

Remote host said: 451 151.204.157.114 blocked. Your /24 netblock has more than 9 listings at 

http:/Idsbl.orq Use your ISP's SMTP server to send us mail or ask abuse@versatel.nl for removal 

Giving up on 62.58.50.9. 

I'm not going to try again; this message has been in the queue too long. 


--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 

Return-Path: -qatworks.com> 

Received: (qmail 15104 invoked from network); 13 Jul 2005 22:07:26 -0000 

Received: from unknown (HELO gatworks-corn) (192.168.0.9) 

by gatworks.com with SMTP; 13 Jul 2005 22:07:26 -0000 


Message-ID: ~42D5923C.9050507@~atworks.com~ 
Date: Wed, 13 Jul 2005 18:14:20 -0400 . 
From: "U. George" e a a t w o r k s . c o m >  

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:l.O.l) Gecko/20020830 

X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

To: abuse@zonnet.nl 
Subject: [Fwd: Re: Account # 3958743Ll 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 


- - ---- - - Original Message --------
From: - Wed Jul 13 18:05:17 2005 
X-UIDL: 1121289629.15093.1aptopserver.gatworks.com 

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011 

X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000 

Return-Path: ~Benn ie .Fe r r e i r a@auss i ema i l . com.au~  
Delivered-To: qatworks-com-qat~ul@c~atworks.com 

Received: (qmail 15091 invoked from network); 13 Jul 2005 21:20:23 -0000 

Received: from unlabelled-91-45-58-81.versatel.net(81.58.45.91) by 

gatworks.com with SMTP; 13 Jul 2005 21:20:23 -0000 

Received: from ykigia.reel.ik.de by idolatry-uni-cayenne.de 

(8.12.3/8.12.3) with ESMTP id gAKF24vE0269 for 

G3ennie.Ferreira@aussiemail.com.au>; Thu, 14 Jul 2005 18:25:27 +0400 

From: "Fletcher Bond' ~Bennie.Ferreira@aussiemail~~om~au~ 

Date: Thu, 14 Jul 2005 11:22:27 -0300 


mailto:@versatel.nl
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Subject: Re: failure notice 
From: "U. George" -gatworks.corn> 
Date: Sun, 04 Dec 2005 07: 18: 15 -0500 
To: abuse@nasa.gov 
X-Mozilla-Sta tus: 0001 
X-Mozilla-Status2:00800000 
Message-ID: <4392DE87.6080808@gatworks.com> 
User-Agent: Mozilla/S.O (XI 1; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv: 1.0.1) Gecko/20020830 
X-Accept-Language:en-us, en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type:textlplain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed 
Content-Transfer-Encoding:7bit 

Is there some reason why I cannot email to iqscls@iqsc)s.ipl.nasa.qov ? 

MAILER-DAEMON@qatworks.com wrote: 


I
Hi. This is the qmail-send program at gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


ciqscb@iqscb.ivl.nasa.qov~: 

137.79.24.21 does not like recipient. 

Remote host said: 554 Service unavailable; Client host [68.161.47.207] blocked using, 

dnsbl.sorbs.net; Dynamic IP Addresses See: http://www.sorbs.net/lookuv.shtml?68.161.'47.207 

Giving up on 137.79.24.21. 


--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 

Return-Path: qatworks.com> 

Received: (qm= invoked from network); 4 Dec 2005 11:55:51 -0000 

Received: from unknown (HELO gatworks-com) (192.168.0.37) 

by gatworks.com with SMTP; 4 Dec 2005 11:55:51 -0000 


Message-ID: ~4392DA9E.9060407@~atworks.com~ 

Date: Sun, 04 Dec 2005 07:01:34 -0500 

From: "U. George' m q a t w o r k s  .corn> 

User-Agent: Mozilla/S.O (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:l.O.l) Gecko/20020830 

X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

To: iqscb@iqscb.jvl.nasa.qov 

Subject: Re: Can someone point me to the calculation of a GPS PDOP/VDOP/HDOP? 

References: -=421E5B6A.1020105@qatworks.com> 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed 

Content-Transfer-Encoding:7bit 


Hello? 


U. George wrote: 


I 
Can someone tell/point out where I can find out information on the calculation of GPS 

datums called HDOP ( horizontal dilution of precision ) ? 
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Subject: [Fwd: failure notice] Received: from firewall.triseptsolutions.com (HELO gattey.con~) 
,(208.34.2 1.10) by gatworks.com 
From: "U. George" gat,works.com> 
Date: Wed, 08 Feb 2006 11: 14:07 -0500 
To: abuse@sprint.net 
X-Mozilla-Status: 000 1 
X-Mozilla-Status2:00800000 
Message-ID: <43EA18CF.3080703 @gatworks.com> 
User-Agent:Mozilla Thunderbird 1.0.2-6 (X11/200505 13) 
X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: textlplain; charset=ISO-8859- 1 ;format=flowed 
Content-Transfer-Encoding:7bit 

--- - - --- Original Message --------
From: - Wed Feb 8 11:12:49 2006 
X-Account-Key: accountl 
X-UIDL: 1139415089.7353.laptopserver.gatworks.com 

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001 

X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000 

Return-Path: <> 
Delivered-To: qatworks.com 
Received: (qm bounce); 8 Feb 2006 16:11:29 -0000 
Date: 8 Feb 2006 16:11:29 -0000 
From: MAILER-DAEMON@qatworks.com 
To:-qatworks. com 
Subject: failure notice 

Hi. This is the qmail-send program at gatworks.com. 
 AI'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


~oostmaster@marktravel.com~: 

Connected to 206.230.64.251 but greeting failed. 

Remote host said: 550 5.7.1 Mail from 151.205.111.177 refused by rbl-plus.mai1-abuse.org. Please 

see htt~://mail-abuse.com/cqi-bin/lookuu?iu address=151.205.111.177 for further information. 

I'm not going to try again; this message has been in the queue too long. 


--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 

Return-Path: qatworks.com> 

Received: (  q m s invoked from network); 8 Feb 2006 16:04:47 -0000 

Received: from unknown (HELO ?192.168.0.37?) (192.168.0.37) 

by gatworks.com with SMTP; 8 Feb 2006 16:04:47 -0000 


Message-ID: ~43EA16E0.9010505@qatworks.com~ 

Date: Wed, 08 Feb 2006 11:05:52 -0500 

From: "U. George" -qatworks. corn> 

User-Agent: Mozilla Thunderbird 1.0.2-6 (X11/20050513) 

X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

To: postmaster@marktravel.com 

Subject: [Fwd: Software at wholesale prices!] 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1; format=flowed 

Content-Transfer-Encoding:7bit 


----- - -- Original Message --------
From: - Wed Feb 8 11:02:01 2006 
X-Account-Key: accountl 
X-UIDL: 1139413046.7194.laptopserver.gatworks.com 
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001 
X-Mozilla-~tatus2: 00000000 
Return-Path: ~:dmvalk@hotmail.com> 
Delivered-To: < atworks-co qatworks.com 
Received: network); 8 Feb 2006 15:37:26 -0000 (qma-m 

Received: from firewall.triseptsolutions.com (HELO gattey-com) 

(208.34.21.10) by gatworks.com with SMTP; 8 Feb 2006 15:37:26 -0000 

To: ~3ec£a27£.8070602@qatworks.com~ 

From: Arthur <planet2lcesar@hotmail.com> 

Date: Wed, 08 Feb 2006 19:31:13 GMT 


mailto:MAILER-DAEMON@qatworks.com
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Subject: Re: failure notice 
From: "U. George" -gatworks.corn> 
Date: Mon, 19 Jun 2006 17:36:09 -0400 
To: abuse @bizland-inc.com, kwitt @bizland-inc-corn 
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001 
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00800000 
Message-ID: ~ 4 4 9 718C9.5030508 @gatworks.com> 
User-Agent:Mozilla Thunderbird 1.0.2-6 (X1 11200505 13) 
X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: textlplain; charset=ISO-8859-1; format=flowed 
Content-Transfer-Encoding:8bit 

MAILER-DAEMON@qatworks.com wrote: 


I
Hi. This is the qmail-send program at gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


I 

<domreq@powweb.corn>: 
65.254.254.55 does not like recipient. 

Remote host said: 550-mailinc23: Host 151.205.105.218: No email accepted from this host 

550 (pool-151-205-105-218.ny325.east.verizon-net) 

Giving up on 65.254.254.55. 


I <abuse@~owweb.com>: 65.254.254.54 does not like recipient. 


I 

Remote host said: 550-mailinc26: Host 151.205.105.218: No email acceated from this host 

550 (pool-151-205-105-218.ny325.east.verizon.net) 

Giving up on 65.254.254.54. 


I --- Below this line is a copy of the message. 


Return-Path: qatworks.com> 

~ ~ ~ e i v e d : 
( q r n m 9  invoked from network); 19 Jun 2006 20:56:59 -0000 

Received: from unknown (HELO ?192.168.0.37?) (192.168.0.37) 

by gatworks.com with SMTP; 19 Jun 2006 20:56:59 -0000 


Message-ID: ~44970F95.2080806@qatworks.com~ I\ 1 4Date: Mon, 19 Jun 2006 16:56:53 -0400 

From: "U. George" qatworks.com> 

user-agent: M o z i l l H r b i r d  1.0.2-6 (Xll/20050513) 

X-Accept-Language: en-us, en I 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

To: dornreq@powweb.com, abuse@powweb.com 

Subject: [Fwd: Please update your Amazon account ! I  

Content-Type: textlplain; charset=Windows-1251; format=flowed 

Content-Transfer-Encoding:8bit 


http://am4zon.net/exec/varzea/reqister/loqin/homepa~e.htm1/102-7451275-4610556/index.htm 


- - ------ Original Message --------

From: - Mon Jun 19 10:38:50 2006 

X-Account-Key: account 1 

X-UIDL: 1150725817.31300.1aptopserver.gatworks.com 

X-Mozilla-Status: 1001 

X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000 

Return-Path: ~update@amazon.com> 

Delivered-To: D m 

Received: (qmail 31298 invoked from network); 19 Jun 2006 14:03:37 -0000 

Received: from sprycat.com (HELO serverl.sprycat.com) (207.71.8.197) by 

gatworks.com with SMTP; 19 Jun 2006 14:03:37 -0000 

Received: from User (host.ladyjayes.com [69.16.221.2081 (may be 

forged)) (authenticated) by serverl.sprycat.com (8.11.6/8.11.6) with 

ESMTP id k5JE3S729393; Mon, 19 Jun 2006 09:03:28 -0500 

Message-Id: ~200606191403.k5JE3S729393@server1.sprycat.corn~ 

Reply-To: <update@amazon.co> 

From: Amazon<update@amazon.com> 

Subject: Please update your Amazon account ! 

Date: Mon, 19 Jun 2006 10:03:34 -0400 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

Content-Type: text/html; charset="Windows-1251" 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit \ 
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- - - - - - - - 

Subject: Re: failure notice 
From: "U. George" BIIJagatworks.corn> 
Date: Tue, 01 Aug 2006 17:29:38 -0400 
To: SPAM@UCE.GOV 
X-Mozilla-Status: (3001 
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00800000 
Message-ID: <44CFC7C2.9000306@gatworks.corn> 
User-Agent: Mozilla Thunderbird 1.0.2-6 (XI 11200505 13) 
X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 
MIME-Version: I .O 
Content-Type: textlplain; charset=ISO-8859-1; format=tlowed 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 

MAILER-DAEHON@qatworks.com Wrote: 


I 
Hi. This is the qmail-send program at gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


-:abuse@verizon .net>: 

Connected to 206.46.232.11 but sender was rejected. 

Remote host said: 550 Email from your Email Service Provider is currently blocked by Verizon Online's anti-spam 

system. The email "sender" or Email Service Provider may visit http://www.verizon.net/whitelistand request 

removal of the block. 


--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 

Return-Path: atworks.comz 

Received: (  q m e invoked from network); I Aug 2006 21:27:39 -0000 

Received: from unknown (HELO ?192.168.0.37?) (192.168.0.37) 

by gatworks.com with SMTP; 1 Aug 2006 21:27:39 -0000 


~esiage-ID:~44~~~763.4020903@qatworks.com> 

Date: Tue, 01 Aug 2006 17:28:03 -0400 

From: "U. George" satworks.com> 

User-Agent: Mozill?%!!%bird 1.0.2-6 (X11/20050513) 

X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

To: abuse@verizon.net 

Subject: [Fwd: VlAGRA,ClAIiS-web lowest prlces] 

Content-Type: textlplain; charset=Windows-1251; format=flowed 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 


Original Message --------

From: - Tue Aug 1 17:03:47 2006 

X-Account-Key: account1 

X-UIDL: 1154466086.13773.laptopserver.gatworks.com 

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001 

X-Mozilla-StatusZ: OODOOOOO 

~eturn-path: czack@moscowmail.com~ 

Delivered-TO: gatworks-com-satqul@cratworks. com 

Received: (mail 13771 invoked from network): 1 Aus 2006 21:01:24 -0000 

Received : &om pool-68-237-200-30.ny325.east .verizon.net (HELO 

apjr.uaie.ameritech.net) (68.237.200.30) by gatworks.com with SMTP; 1 

Aug 2006 21:01:24 -0000 

Message-ID: 

~(DIGIT~~DIGIT)(DIGIT){DIGITJ(DIGIT)(DIGIT~(DIGIT~(DIGIT~~DIGIT~~DIGIT~~DIGIT)[DIGIT)[DIGIT)
[DIGIT).9OlOl6O62l@OA6Q 
From: Sharapov eiorqe@financier.com> 
To: H s a t w o r k s .  corn> 
Subject: V1AGRA.ClAIiS-web lowest prlces 
ate: Tue, 1 Aug 2006 16:59:19 -0450 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

X-Mailer: Microsoft Office Outlook, Build 11.0.5510 

X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.2800.1106 

Thread-Index: yS7IRpBJigYzpXlF6QhGM7rcwFmplOMyH8if 

Content-Type: text/html; charset="Windows-1251" 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bi t 


tank coal 65 karen 

LO\/\/EST PRlCES for MOST POPULAR HELTHDRU GS 

orgy storm boron nitwit 

All What you need for your HEL TH. 

canary season linda cash 

Check out our HOT OFFERS <htc@: //ecrae. c:om/> 

fluke lobby niobe amour 

alex gush aerial abode 

verge inn hs adds 

dm gable exile cohen 

adams zion nato cups 

sos cc audrey grady 

Not interested? <htt~://ecrae.com/z.ph~> 
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http://www.verizon.net/whitelist
mailto:abuse@verizon.net
mailto:gatworks-com-satqul@cratworks


Subject: failuse notice 
From: MAILER-DAEMON@gatwosks.com 
Date: 2 Dec 2006 01:04:46 -0000 
T o : l I ' l / r k s . c o m  
X-Account-Key: account5 
X-UIDL: 1 165021486.3464.laptopserver.gatworks.com 
X-Mozilla-Status: 000 1 
X-Mozilla-Status2:00000000 
Return-Path: o 
Delivered-To:g a t w o r k s - c o ~ f i g a t w o r k s . c o m  
Received: (qmail3462 invoked for bounce); 2 Dec 2006 01:04:46 -0000 

Hi. This is the qmail-send program at gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


cmarc@perkel.com>: 

Connected to 69.50.231.5 but sender was rejected. 

Remote host said: 451-DEFER - 151.205.107.247 is blacklisted at dynablock.njabl.org (127.0.0.3); 

451-Dynamic/Residential IP range listed by NJABL dynablock -

451 httu://niabl.orq/dvnablock.html 

I'm not going to try again; this message has been in the queue too long. 


--- Below this line is a copy of the message 

Return-Path: qatworks.com> 

Received: ( q m m i n v o k e d  from network); 25 Nov 2006 00:04:41 -0000 

Received: from unknown (HELO ?192.168.33.101?) (192.168.0.77) 

by gatworks.com with SMTP; 25 Nov 2006 00:04:41 -0000 


Message-ID: ~4567894F.4040208@~atworks.com~ 

Date: Fri, 24 Nov 2006 19:07:43 -0500 

From: Uncle George q a t w o r k s . c o m >  

User-Agent: ~ozilla ~hunderbird 1.0.2-6 (X11/20050513) 

X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

To: Marc Perkel <marc@perkel.com> 

CC: amail@list.cr.vp.to 
Subject: Re: ~uestion about Qmail relating to MX retry processing 
References: ~45676987.2050808@perkel.com> 
In-Reply-To: c45676987.2050808@perkel.com> 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1; format=flowed 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 

your analysis sorta reminds me of a child trying to get permission from 
an adult. It mom says no, then there is always dad. When mom said no 
way in hell, amongst (savy) parents that means absolutely no. In a 
perfect world, there's no need to ask pop. 
But if mom didnt reply ( ie out shopping ) , then the answer from pop 
would be binding. 

I suppose it all revolves around if u mean that the IP connection 
failed, or the SMTP protocol failed would cause another MX record to be 
used. My *opinion* is that if the IP connection failed, then another MX 
can be tried until a connection is made. If the SMTP protocol failed, 
then that answer is suppose to be good for all MX records. No need to 
seek out another parent: sort-of-speek. 

It would seem that if one server greylisted, then they all should 

greylist. ~ u s t  my *opinion* mind you. As eventually you will find that 

the errant spammers will find the hole in your filtering scheme, and not 

bother with the lowest, or highest, and just try them all until they get 

what they want. 


I'm curious as to why they ("people are telling me " )  think that their 
scheme is appropriate? All I see is that spammers will adapt to try all 
MX records, wasting your bandwidth, and server time. And in your case, 
having spam processed ( as I suppose, greylist is just the first barrier ) .  

Marc Perkel wrote: 


I I'm not a Qmail user. I have a spam filtering operating where I do front end filtering for about 3000 domains. Many of the servers that 

mailto:MAILER-DAEMON@gatwosks.com
http:gatworks.com
mailto:amail@list.cr.vp.to


Subject: failure notice 
From: MAILER-DAEMON@gatworks.com 
Date: 26 Dec 2006 23:22:38 -0000 
To:-gatworks.com 
X-Account-Key:account5 
X-UIDL: 1 167175358.32068.laptopserver.gatworks.com 
X-Mozilla-Status:0003 
X-Mozilla-Status2:00000000 
Return-Path:o 
Delivered-To: g a t w o r k s - c o m ~ g a t w o r k s . c o m  
Received: (qmail32066 invoked for bounce); 26 Dec 2006 23:22:38 -0000 

Hi. This is the qmail-send program at gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid 1 wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


<shan yi@dell. corn>: 

Connected to 143.166.224.193 but greeting failed. 

Remote host said: 554-ps-smtp.us.dell.com 

554 Connections from this sending hostname pool-151-205-107-247.ny325.east.verizon.net IP 

address of: 151.205.107.247 are being rejected due to low SenderBase Reputation score (below -2). 

Your SenderBase organization: 272046. See http://www.senderbase.oru/ for more information. 

I'm not going to try again; this message has been in the queue too long. 


<Chris Holroyd@Dell.com>: 

Connected to 143.166.224.193 but greeting failed. 

Remote host said: 554-ps-smtp.us.dell.com 

554 Conn,ections from this sending hostname pool-151-205-107-247.ny325.east.verizon.net IP 

address of: 151.205.107.247 are being rejected due to low SenderBase Reputation score (below -2). 

Your SenderBase organization: 272046. See http://www.senderbase.orq/for more information. 

I'm not going to try again; this message has been in the queue too long. 


--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 

Return-Path: -qatworks.com> 

Received: (qmail 24551 invoked from network); 19 Dec 2006 22:22:37 -0000 

Received: from unknown (HELO ?192.168.33.9?) (192.168.33.9) 

bv uatworks.com with SMTP: 19 Dec 2006 22:22:37 -0000 

~essage-ID:<45886677.10007@qatworks.corn> 
Date: Tue, 19 Dec 2006 17:23:51 -0500 . 
From: <-satworks. corn> 
User- Thunderbird 1.0.2-6 (X11/20050513) 
X-~ccept-~an~uage: enen-us, 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

To: Chris Holroyd@Dell.com 

CC: shan vi@dell.com 

Subject: Re: Dell Chat Session Loq 

~eferences:<5qlejv$45kj7k@ausc60~~301
.us .dell . c o w  
In-Reply-To: c 5 q l e j v $ 4 5 k j 7 k @ a u s c 6 O p s 3 O l . ~ >  
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8; format=flowed 

Hello. I have a PE1800, tag: 0 

I am unable to locate the WIN2003 CD's so that I can re-install the 

software. According to technical support, which discourse is attached, 

they no longer have the product in stock, and dont plan to order any. 


I am now unable to reload the 0s. What are my options. I have the 

windows COA. just no CD's 

thanks. 


Dell Inc. wrote: 


This is an automated email sent from Dell Chat. The following 

information is a log of your session. Please save the log for your 

records. 

*Your session ID for this incident is 

Time Details 

12/18/2006 02:25:02PM Session Started with Agent (AES Anthony I) 

12/18/2006 02:25:06PM Agent (AES Anthony I): "Hello, thank you for 

contacting Dell's Enterprise Chat Support. My name is AES Anthony I. 


http:gatworks.com
mailto:yi@dell
http://www.senderbase.oru/
http://www.senderbase.orq/
mailto:Holroyd@Dell.com
mailto:vi@dell.com
mailto:c5qlejv$45kj7k@ausc6Ops3Ol.~>


- - 

Subject: failure notice 
From: MAILER-DAEMON@gatworks.com 
Date: 4 Jan 2007 14:49:25 -0000 
T o : I ! @ g a t w o r k s . c o m  
X-Account-Key: account5 
X-UIDL: 1 167922166.2388.laptopserver.,oatworks.com 
X-Mozilla-S tatus: 0001 
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000 
Return-Path: o 
Delivered-To: gatworks-co- gatworks .com 
Received: (qmail2384 invoked for bounce); 4 Jan 2007 14:49:25 -0000 

Hi. This is the qmail-send program at gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


<US DIS Executive Support@dell.com:-: 

Connected to 143.166.224.193 but areetina failed. 

Remote host said: 554-ps-smtp.us.dell.com 

554 Connections from this sending hostname pool-151-205-174-244.ny325.east.verizon.net IP 

address of: 151.205.174.244 are being rejected due to low SenderBase Reputation score (below -2). 

Your SenderBase organization: 178053. See http://www.senderbase.orq/ for more information. 

I'm not going to try again; this message has been in the queue too long. 


--- Below this line is a copy of the message 

Return-Path: -qatworks. corn> 

Received: (q-mail 874 invoked from network); 28 Dec 2006 09:46:01 -0000 

Received: from unknown (HELO ?192.168.33.101?) (192.168.33.101) 

bv aatworks.com with SMTP; 28 Dec 2006 09:46:01 -0000 


~essage-ID:c459392F3.5000501@qatworks .corn> 

Date: Thu. 28 Dec 2006 04:48:35 -0500 

From: Uncle Georgea dhsatworks.com> 

User-Agent: Mozilla Thunderbird 1.0.2-6 (X11/20050513) 

X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

To: US-DIS-Executive-Support <US DIS Executive Support@dell.com> 

Subject: Re: Dell Inc (New customer number:078466423) (KMM40853364157LOKM) 

References: ~29820134.1166373612817.JavaMail.ProcessCEM@AUSAKANAAPPO7> 

In-Reply-To: ~29820134.1166373612817.JavaMail.ProcessCEM@AUSAKANAAPP07> 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8; format=flowed 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 


And what of the Gold support contract between June 24, 2005 and December 
2006 that Dell denied to me ? 

US-DIS-Executive-Support wrote: I -


You will have Gold support coverage till December 02,2007. 

Original Message Follows: 

........................ 

US-DIS-Executive-Support wrote: 


I 
I was able to have the service tag transferred to your name. Your new customer number is 

78466423. If you have any questions or concerns please let me know. 


I 
I still need the phone number for the account. 
case: 


mailto:To:I!@gatworks.com
http:gatworks.com
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----- 

Subject: Re: [SPAM] Old tv stuff 
From: "cischmidt" -charter.net> 
Date: Mon, 5 Feb 2007 20: 18:44 -0500 
To: "Country Folks" -gatworks.com 
X-Account-Key:account3 
X-UIDL: 1 170724692.17 18.laptopserver.gatworks.com 
X-Mozilla-Status:00 13 
X-Mozilla-S ta tus2: 00800000 
Return-Path: charternet> 
Delivered-To: g a t w o r k s - c o m ~ g a t w o r k s . c o m  
Received: (qmail 17 16 invoked from network); 6 Feb 2007 01 :18: 12 -0000 
Received: from mtao05.charter.net (209.225.8.179) by gatworks.com with SMTP; 6 Feb 2007 01:18:12 
-0000 
Received: from aa04.charter.net ([10.20.200.156]) by mtao05.charter.net (InterMail vM.6.01.06.03 
201 -2 13 1-130- 104-200605 16) with ESMTP id 
<20070206011947.PHDH12202.mtao05.charter.net@aa04.cher.netfor -@gatworks.com>; 
Mon, 5 Feb 2007 20: 19:47 -0500 
~eceived:fro-24.15 1.98.1 141) by aa04.charter.net with SMTP id 
<20070206011947.FBHA1285.aa04.charter.net@llsb for -gatworks.com>; Mon, 5 Feb 
2007 20: 19:47 -0500 
Message-ID: <05dl01c7498c$bea12770$72629718 
Reply-To: < w c h a r t e r . n e t >  
References: <45C7D029.3060200@gatworks.com> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 . 

Content-Type: textlplain; charset="iso-8859-1" 

Content-Transfer-Encoding:7bit 

X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 6.00.2800.1807 
Disposition-Notification-To: "m charter.net> 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.2800.1896 
X-Chzlrs: 0 

I agree, it's better to wait and get more quality at 235.00  then something 
we1re,not thrilled with. 

Original Message -----
From: 'country Folk -
To: "~h- 
Sent: Monday, Febru 
~ubjeet:.[SPAMIOld tv stuff 

I I saw some (used) TV sets that looked reasonable. even cheap at $15. 
But went ( really walked ) to the local wally-mart. lcd tv's were 

really cheap for a new set. Although there is still a $285 difference, 

it has, in my perception, really come down in price. 

Maybe by september there will be another price reduction. By then you 

will have to deceide upon High DEfinition, or regular tv. Regular tv is 

suppose to disappear soon. It was to disappear last year - I think. 




Subject: failure notice 
-	 From: MAILER-DAEMON@gatworks.com 

Date: 9 Feb 2007 04:33: 19 -0000 
To:- gatworks.com 
X-Account-Key:account5 
X-UIDL: 1170995599.4014.laptopserver.gatworks.com 
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001 
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000 
Return-Path: o 
Delivered-To: g a t w o r k s - c o m ~ g a t w o r k s . c o m  
Received: (qmail4012 invoked for bounce); 9 Feb 2007 04:33: 19 -0000 

Hi. This is the qmail-send program at gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the'following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


<net-ezmlist@imatt.net>: 

Connected to 208.116.11.36 but greeting failed. 

Remote host said: 553 http://www.s~amhaus.orq/auery/bl?i~=151.205.177.35 

I'm not going to try again; this message has been in the queue too long. 


--- Below this line is a copy of the message 

Return-Path: atworks.com> 

Received: (qm m : o k e d  from network) ; 3' Feb 2007 20:06:37 -0000 

Received: from unknown (HELO ?192.168.33.100?) (192.168.33.100) 

by gatworks.com with SMTP; 3 Feb 2007 20:06:37 -0000 


~essage-ID: <45C4EB6B. 1020301@qatworks .corn> 

Date: Sat, 03 Feb 2 

From: Uncle George qatworks.com> 

User-Agent: Mozilla -6 (X11/20050513) 

X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

To: Matt Simpson @imatt.net> 

CC: Qmail mailing @list.cr.v~.tos 

Subject: Re: FTC symposium? 

References: <20070203183202.2377l.c~rnail@simone.iecc.com ~45C4DEF7.5010608@qatwnrks.c0m> 

<20070203192710.GB4966@m.safari.iki.fi~ ~45C4E704.2080800@satworks~com~ 

cp06240600clea9a9e895b@norm.imatt.net> 

In-Reply-To: <p06240600clea9a9e895b@norm.irnatttnet~ 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 


I 
Matt rote: 


/3 /07, wrote: 


I 
At 

But in less than 2 weeks, the FTC will be holding a symposium on the 

tactics used by these group(s) to, allegedly, curtail spam. 


Do you have more information on this symposium? Is there a website 

describing it? I would be interested to see what kind of discussions 

they have. 


http:gatworks.com
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Subject: failure notice 
From: MAILER-DAEMON@gatworks.com 
Date: 12Feb 2007 12:02:05 -0000 
To:- gatworks.com 
X-Account-Key:account6 
X-UIDL: 1171281725.5135.laptopserver.gatworks.com 
X-Mozilla-S ta tus: 0001 
X-Mozilla-S tatus2: 00000000 
Return-Path: o 
Delivered-To: g a t w o r k s - c o ~ g a t w o r k s . c o m  
Received: (qmail5133 invoked for bounce); 12Feb 2007 12:02:05 -0000 

Hi. This is the -ail-send program at gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


<webmaster@mbfaa.com>: 

209.139.92.12 does not like recipient. 

Remote host said: 554 Blocked due to listing in http://cornbined.njabl.orq 

Giving up on 209.139.92.12. 


--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 

Return-Path: pqatworks. corn> 

Received: (qrnail 5131 invoked from network); 12 Feb 2007 12:02:05 -0000 

Received: from unknown (HELO ?192.168.33.100?) (192.168.33.100) 

by gatworks.com with SMTP; 12 Feb 2007 12:02:05 -0000 


Message-ID: ~45D057AD.9080808@qatworks.com> 

Date: Mon, 12 Feb 2007 07:03:57 -0500 

From: Postmaster 4-qatworks.com> 

User-Agent: ~ozilla Thunderbird 1.0.2-6 (X11/20050513) 

X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

To: webmaster@mbfaa.com 

Subject: Can wired smoke detectors work within a mix of other manufactures 

wired smoke detectors? 

Content-Type: text/plafn; charset=ISO-8859-1; format=flowed 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 


Can wired smoke detectors work within a mix of other manufactures wired 

smoke detectors? 


I have the '120v wired' first alert *one-linkwire-less* smoke dectors. 
On the second floor, I would like to replace one of the wired smoke 
detectors ( 3 are hardwired to each other on a circuit ) with the first 
alert so that the second floor also alarms when the first floor 
triggers. First floor and second floor are not hardwired together. 

can the 'orange wire' from the first alert trigger the other 

manufactures alarms. Documentation seems to be vague about such things. 


thanks 


http:gatworks.com
http://cornbined.njabl.orq
mailto:webmaster@mbfaa.com


Subject: failure notice 
" From: MAILER-DAEMON@gatworks.com 

Date: 9 Feb 2007 00:07:03 -0000 

X-UIDL: 1170979623.3894.laptopserver.gatworks.com 

X-Mozilla-Status:0001 

X-Mozilla-Status2:00000000 

Return-Path:o 

Delivered-To: gatworks-com gatworks.com 

Received: (qmail3892 invoke ce); 9 Feb 2007 00:07:03 -0000 


Hi. This is the qmail-send program at gatworks.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 


vant@Dell.com>: 

o 143.166.83.183 but greeting failed. 


Remote host said: 554-pc-smtp.us.dell.com 

554 Connections from this sending hostname pool-151-205-177-35.ny325.east.verizon.net IP address 

of: 151.205.177.35 are being rejected due to low SenderBase Reputation score (below -2). Your 

SenderBase organization: 178053. See http://www.senderbase.orq/for more information. 

I'm not going to try again; this message has been in the queue too long. 


--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 

Return-Path: < qatworks.com> 

Received: ( qma voked from network); 7 Feb 2007 12:07:01 -0000 

Received: ?192.168 .33.100?) (192.168.33.100) 
fro?!!!!!$HELO 

by gatworks.com with SMTP; 7 Feb 2007 12:07:01 -0000 


Message-ID: ~45C9C148.7080604@~atworks.com> 

Date: Wed, 07 Feb 2007 07:08:40 -0500 

From: Uncle George < qatworks.com> 

User-Aqent: Mozilla%!!!!krd 1.0.2-6 (X11/20050513) 
-
X-Accept-Language: en-us, en 

MIME-version: 1.0 

To: vant@Dell.com 

Subje-11 Support Services: Incident # 1702576 

References: ~738F22C4693B8A4295973E5EF7BODC5F023FF1EA@ausx3mps3l6.aus.mer.dell.com~ 

In-Reply-To: ~738F22C4693B8A4295973E5EF7BODC5F023FF1EA@ausx3m~s3l6.aus.amer.dell.com~ 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1; format=flowed 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 


Like the domain Dell.com, one does indeed purchase domains. I purchased 

Gatworks.com . 

I'm not sure what you mean by entire group. I am just one person. There 

is no group at gatworks.com. There is no shared "community mail server" 


I am sorry, but it does appear that you folks do indeed use an RBL. The 

RBL is provided by a company called Ironport. Dell does, as I have 

written to you, that Dell's rejection message, indidates a low 

"Senderbase reputation". This message is can only be created if one 

received information from the blacklisting organization. And according 

to Ironports on-line description, Dell has complete administrative 

control over the metrics used in determining reputation. So says the 

advertisement. 


I have asked for a copy of the "reputation report". I can only presume 

that the IT department refused to provide to you a glimpse into the 

creation of that report. I presume so, because you seem to be so helpful 

in previous conversations. 


Any way, I will just block e-mail from Dell, as I dont perceive having a 

one-way dialog will do either party any good. 


I will also be reporting this to the FTC 


Please let me know if the IT department eventually deceides to issue a 

factual report on the e-mail rejection. 


7ell.com wrote: 

mailto:@gatworks.com
http:gatworks.com
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http:gatworks.com


I have consulted with our Global IT department concerning your email 

issue. 


They have responded with the following: 


The IP is owned by Verizon Internet Services Inc. We assume that you 
purchased a domain, which means you may share services (i.e. Email 
Gateway). So, basically you will share the reputation for the entire 
group. Their suggestion is for you to check with your ISP (Verizon?) 
and see if you indeed have a dedicated IP for outbound smpt traffic. 
Otherwise, you will continue to have problems delivering email, using a 
share community mail server. Our systems axe dynamic and we don't use 
any RBL (Blacklist). Once the "reputation" improves, email will flow again. 

Regards, 


v r Y a n t  

Technrcal Account Manager (TAM) 

Dell Services* 

Phone: 800-945-3355 -
Cell: 


* * * * *  Dell Services Website * * *  
<htt~://www.dell.com/content/to~i~s/qlobal.as~x/se~ices/en/index?c=us&cs=555&l=en&s=biz~****** 

How am I doing? Email my manager 

- * * - v d e l l . c o m - *  <mailt with any 

f eedbac 


p:* 
derakis* 

Account Manaqer 
-

Dell Services 
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! Announcements 

System Status 

may be made to exempt specific addressesor domains from being blocked by these procedures. 

Pleasenotethat whitelisted status does not ouaranteedeliverv of email. There are a number of 
reasons why email may not be delivered asiae frorn the spam:blocking procedures that whitelisted 
status addresses, including issues with the sender's ISP or the recipient's filter settings. 

Whitelist requests should be made only if the senderof blockedemail receives the following error 
message: 

ERROR 550 Email from your Email Service Provider is currently blocked by Verizon Online's 
anti-spam system. The email 'sender' or Email Service Provider may visit 
http://www.verizon.net/whitelist and request removalof the block. 

If the sender did not receivethis error message, whiielist status may not address the issue. The 
sender should contact his or her ISP. Verizon Online customersmay also check their span filters and 
Sparn Dctector folder. For further assistance, please refer to Email troubleshootingin the Verizon 
Help site. 

To protect its customersand its networks, Verizon Online reservesthe right to reject whitelist 
re uests and to revokewhitelist status if granted. Verizon Online may deny or revoke whitelist status 
wi%out notice for any of the following reasons: 

1. Whitelist status will be denied to or revokedfrorn servers that are open rela s or open proxies. 
2. Whitelist-statusmay be denied to or revokedfrom direct connectionsfrorn dvnamica~~v 

assigned IP addresses. 
3. Whitelist status may be denied to or revokedfrom senders with reputationsfor sending spam, 

as determined from publicly available sources on the internet. 
4. Whitelist status may be denied or revokedif Verizon Online receives complaints regarding 

email sent fromthe exempted sender. 
5. Whitelist status may be revokedif more than 10% of email from an exempted IP address is 

reiected as undeliverableor the sender refusesto acceot notices that email was not 

( f  
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i
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deliverable. 

i Viev; the latest System Status 
Additionally, to obtain and maintain whitelist status, senders must agree and adhere to all the 
following terms: 

1.  All whitelist requestsrnust containthe requestor'svalid contact information. 
2. All email ori inating from the whitelisted address must be compliant with the federal Can .........................................-................ . --S am Act 072003. 
3. ~ P b u ~ kemail to Verizon Online subscribersmust be soiiciled, meaning that the sender has an 

existing relationshipwith the recipient and that the recipient has not requested not to receive 
mailings from the sender. 

4. All subscription-basedemail must include the sender's valid, non-electronic contact 
information, including phone number and physicalmailingaddress, in the text of each email. 

5. Personstransmining mailfrom the whitelistedaddress rnust not hide, forge, or misrepresent 
the sender of the email or the sending domain. 

Finally, the following technical requirementsmust be met: 

1. The sendin domain must have an MX record. 
2. The serveristed in the domain's MX recordmust accept mailto the address from which mail 

is sent. 
3. The server listedinthe domain's MX recordmust not block verizonnet or 206.46.252.0/24. 
4. List servers must use a valid "envelopefrom' address to accept messagebounces. 
5. Servers must be securedto prevent unauthorizedor anonymous use. 

Did Help & Support answer your question? 
,.-.-. 

uas ao i 
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Statement FromVerizon Online Regarding Spam Filtering and Its ImpactOn Deliveryof Your Email 

As an ISP, VerizonOnline is working hardto addressserious securit threats on the Internet by 
closely mon,itoringour networkfor incomingand outgoing.spamand !y working cooperativelywith 
others across the ISP industry on anti-spaminitiatives. 

These round-the-clockefforts include blockin spam and propagation of viruses from sources we 
identifyusing methodsthat are consistentwit! industry practices. This is a long-standingpolicy at 
Verizon Online. 

i . When we identifysources of spam or viruses, we block them as narrowly as we can and, where More Tutorials > /
possible, we work directly with whoever managesthat source to notify them of the issue. We then

i j i
continuously monitorthe source andwill lift the block as soon as we are satisfied the threat has been 

: ..................-.. -. . . . . . .  resolved. In many cases, this is resolvedwithin two days; however, we will not remove a block asI Verizon Premium Technical long as a serious threat remains. 
! . Slow lnternet ci?nnection 

InAoril 2005, Verizon Modified Its $am Blockino Policv And ProceduresIn An EffortTo More . Cr?n'tsend e-mall
ective oc am n ie e iverin e itimate mai . owever ecause o oic s 

bzrfect. ?EIM,"d%d P:idyY %ilie:S1ende: ~ o c k e d t t m ~ i l?hat Thdzmail  D~~NNLke2ii The ' 
i; 

i . Alerts 8 Updates lntended Reci~ient. MoreTroubleshooting >f 
PC Secunty Checkup 

System Status 

' r  J 

Anv soam-blockina methodwill. inevitablv. result in the blockino or delav of leoitimate email. This is 
yefanother reasonwhy spammers are hehnfulto the lntemet <ommuniiy. If y& believe you are not 
receiving le itimateemail, you should call our technical support desk for assistance or send an email 
to whitellstdverizononline.net and we will work to resolvethe situation as quickly as possible. Our 
Verizon Online Web sile also features an Inlernet :;ecurity page with practical tips and tools that can 
help customers protect themselvesfrom lntemet threals. 

We believe that fi htingspam is the right thing to do for the safety and security of our more than 5 
millionbroadbandlanddial-up customers. 

To report problemssending e-mail to VerizonOnline customersor receivinge-mail from a specific 
address or domain: 

i i- New PhisliingScam Targets Verizon I IOnline Customois ;;- Notice: Verizon Online Email Policy f ,
Change 1 i 

, .IdSNbrowser issue - fix available. I 
Activafe pour new sowices! 

MoreAnnouncements > / / 
For Verizon Online customers: If you want to report problems receiving e-mall from spec~tlc 1 -- - - '-

' 
sewers, cltck here. systc& 5Gi&it<a-$D23~-*~. .xa~rZ..  -

!Iiew the latest SysteirlStatus / jFor ISPs: If you want to report problems sendinge-mail to Verizon Online customers, click ~~ilurf~:ation. 
here. 

More> I 

.... .Disclaimer: The above links are not for reportingtechnical-supportor billing-relatedissues. This - " " i i 

resource is intendedfor use if you are having issues receivinge-mail from specific domains or 
addresses (but the remainderof your e-mailsewice is funciioning properiy and for issues sending 
e-mailto Verizon Online customers. If your e-mail is not functioning properly, please conlact Verizon 
Online technical sup ort to address your issues. All issues not related to specific servers submitted 
via this form will be geleted. 

See also: 
Verizon Online's spam-blockingpolicy 
Whaelistinginformation for Verizcn Online custcniers 
Whitelisting ictorrnationfor individualswho aren't Verizon customers 

Did Help &Support answer your queslion? 

Verizon Central IStart Page IE-Mail& More I Verizon Surround IMy Web Space IMy Account IHelp IShop Verizon IContact Us 
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What is Verizon Online doing to prevent spam? 

Verizon Online has a zero-tolerancepolicy for spamming from the Verizon.net domain and is working 
to reduce unsolicited email messaaes. However. the Internet is not a secure environment: soammers 
can obtain your email address when you share iiover the lnternet or through other electrdni'c means. 

How do Iprevent spam in the future? 

Review a web site's privacy policy before providinginformation about yourself. 

.Sub-ai;courits irl 
i Outlcck Express 
i .Managing Your 
! E-mail 

The policy outlines how they might use your email address or other personal informationthat they i 

collect. If a Web site doesn't have a privacy policy or if the policy doesnY explicitly guaranteethat your ' More Tutorials > 1 ,;! 
personalinformationwill not be shared, you shouldassumethat any informationyou provideto that ,,...,,:,2y. .- qqwrq. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  site could be sold to spammers or other direct marketers. ; - : ~ # , @ , U b f ~ i ~ # ~i4&8F>-y13i 1 

Verizon TechnicalHow can Verizon Online help me with spam? j ji .Slow Internet ccnnmtion 

Use Spam Delectorto help prevent spam. S am Detector fillers spam before it reachesyour Inbox. It 
.Can send I 

is providedat no additional cost by Verizon &line and is automaticallyenabledwhen you set up your ' ur'dsrn issties I j
Safety & Security 

Alerts & Uodates account during installation. It beginsfilteringspam as so6n as ilis installed. More Troubleshoottno s s- . -
::f . PC secuniy checkup Report spam that reachesyour Inbox. If you are using a spam-filteringtool and still receive spam 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  email, please forward the entire message, with full headersdisplayed, to 
spamdetector.notcaughtOvenzon.net

: Announcements 
; . . . . . . . .  NOTE: VerizonOnline utilizes Spam Blocking technolog to filter your email from messages that are . .  l\tew Ph:slting S w n Targols Vt:rizon / 1

considered spam or a security threat. Learn more aboutberizon practices relative to the filteringof : Onlii-e Custon;sr sI System Status email sent to Verizon.net email customers. 
: Notice: Verizon Online Email Policy / I........................................................... i Chanoe 

\ 
, See also: 

. , Q >A/ What is Spam Detector? 
How do Ivicbv messagesthat Spam Dotector filtcrs? 
How can Iprotect m elf from spam'?
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Verizon HighSpeed lnternetfor Business 
Speed and Feature Packages' 

Enhance your business' efficiency with one of our Full-featured Verizon High Speed lnternet for Business 
packages. These packages include a choice of speed, static IP addresses, remote dial-up access, 
networking and domain name e-mails. For business only looking for an lnternet connection, Basic Verizon 
High Speed lnternet for Business service may be all you need. 

Up to 3 Up to 3 Up to 3 Up to 7.1 Up to 7.1 

Mbps Mbps M bps Mbps Mbps 


I768 Kbps I768 Kbps I768 Kbps I768 Kbps I768 Kbps 


$39.99 $59.99, $79.99 $99.99* $1 99.99* 
1st month 1st month 1st month 1st month 1st month 1FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE 

4 ".......... ; : 1 


Dynamic ; Dynamic f Static . ' Dynamic ) Static 


i 

lncluded lncluded lncluded / lncluded 
iI lncluded j
5 

"-.+,,".".--"-" .,-- --",.*--

t 	 Maximum 
i 	 Connection 

Speed 

Monthly Price 

.-
lP Address Type 

2417 Business 
Grade Technical 
Support -...................... 
.,. 

Up to 768 

Kbps 


I128 Kbps 


$29.99 j 
{ 

............................................!. 
Dynamic I 

I 
lncluded 

b...,.-,,.-,.,-,,.. I 
'1 O.net OR [ l0.net OR 1 l0.net OR j

j 3 domain ;
i 1 10.net OR 
I 3 domain 3 domain Email Accounts 10.net 10.net : 3 domain 

;
I name name name name 
""-.--...-. +--.-.--- .--- "-.";"........- "*",---. 4-.-..-.-.",..-.-- --..-..---- .... -.-- -----


i 	 I
-1-.-.., -*---.-- ....: 

i Not Not 1 20 MB 20MB 1i 
Personal Web 20MB 1 20MB
Space i available i available 

.".- --.... ..*._.......... ".<_ .,-..-- ""-. 4.-.. -......."-.-...- " .  . ""-." .--.-

1 1
Unlimited
/: 	Unlimited Unlimited /I 	 Optional Optional1 [

: 
Remote Dial-up
Access 

$8.95 for $8.95 for Unlimited 
i; 50hrs. 50hrs. i 

Security Suite (1 	 : Optional : Optional I lncluded / lncluded j lncluded/ $4.95/mo. i $4.95lmo. j 
.,,.,,".. ..+"-.. 

. 
PC)

L--., ---..,-, "-,- -..-, ..--...,--. .-.......i..ii.i..iii.i..i..i~..-. .........-.....-...-.-. i-..........,... ..... ......-.........-
..,...-.,...-.,.... ......... 
Actual throughput:speed will v&. 


*Monthly price and rebate amounts for up to 7.1 bps packages are lower in some locations. 




Verizon HighSpeed lnternet for Business 
IP Address Types 

IP Address 
An IP (Internet Protocol) is an address assigned by your lnternet service provider (ISP) and is used to 
give your computer or other device access to the Internet. There are two types of IP addresses: static 
and dynamic. 

Static IP Address 
A Static IP address is a numeric address that is a permanent address on the Internet, which uniquely 
identifies your business and is always dedicated with the same computer. 

Typical needs for a Static IP address are: 

Hosting your Web site (providing your own server), e-mail or FTP service 

Allowing employees remote access through a virtual private network (VPN) 


Connecting multiple office locations or LANs 


Static IP is  not needed if you only: 

Browse the lnternet 


Send and receive e-mail via an offsite server (the normal method) 


Download or upload files 


Dynamic IP Address 
A Dynamic IP address is a numeric address used to identify your business on the lnternet but changes 
each time you access the Internet. 

Typical uses for a Dynamic IP address are: 

Browse the lnternet 


Send and receive e-mail via an offsite server (the normal method) 


Download or upload files 


Dynamic IP will notmeet your needs if you: 

Host your Web site (providing your own server), e-mail or FTP service 


Allow employees remote access through a virtual private network (VPN) 


Connect multiple office locations or LANs 
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Troi~bleshootin~ EXPLANATION: 
Tutorial AOL works with many lSPs to maintain lists of dynamic and residential 1P addresses. Per our E-mail Guidelines, 
Legal@AOL we do not accept mail from these addresses, as it is difficult to determine who is responsible for mail being 
WehmnsterCOAOL generated by these IP's. 

DNSOAOL SOLUTION: 

If you feel that your IP address has been listed with us in error, please contact your ISP and have them open a 
ticket by calling the Postmaster hotline at 888-212-5537.The Postmaster cannot remove IP addresses from this 
block unless it is at the request of the ISP's administrator. .-

If your IP is d y n g i c  joii.may conpd.yb"i ISP and request +static ~~ , ,address .  

If you need additional information please Contnct Us. 
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Ironport Reputation Filters 
A flexible response to suspicious senders keeps hostile traffic off your 
network. 
IronPort Reputation FiltersTMprovide the outer layer of spam protection for your email 
infrastructure. As the first line of defense on the IronPort email security appliances, Reputation 
Filters dispose of up to 80% of incoming spam at the connection level I7saving bandwidth, 
conserving system resources and yielding the highest levels of security for critical messaging 
systems. A proven preventive solution, IronPort Reputation Filters defend the largest ISP and 
enterprise networks, as well as small and medium-sized businesses, in production environments 
around the world. 

Download Ironport Reputation Filters Datasheet 

Over 100,000 organizations participate in the SenderBase Network, enabling the world's largest 
email traffic monitoring system. 

Features 
Accurate ReputationScores 
IronPortls SenderBaseBNetworks the world's first and largest email and web traffic monitoring 
system. SenderBase collects data from more than 100,000 networks around the world, 1Ox more 
than competing reputation monitoringsystems. By tracking a broad set of over 110 attributes from 
more than 30% of the world's email, SenderBase supports very accurate conclusions about a given 
sender. More 

Sophisticated security modeling leverages the breadth of senderease data to generate a granular 
reputation score ranging from -10 (for the worst senders) to +I 0 (for the very best). 

Dynamic Protection 
IronPort email security appliances automatically apply mail flow policies to senders based on their 
reputation score. As the appliance receives inbound mail, a threat assessment of the sender is 
performed. This assessment returns a granular reputation score, which is linked to mail flow 
policies specified by the administrator. 

A full range of mail flow control policies can be defined to effectively cover all sender categories. 
With IronPort Reputation Filters, administratorscan make sure that "the punishment fits the crime."--

"True" rate limiting based on sender reputation provides a unique and intelligent way of dealing with 
spammers that occupy the gray zone, where it's not clear if they are friend or foe. The IronPort 
system can limit recipients per hour accepted. Since Reputation Filters respond to these gray zone 
mailers by this "true" rate limiting, but not actually blocking, the false positive rate is extremely low 

less than one in one million. 

Comprehensive Management 
An integrated Web-based user interface makes it simple to manage sender groups and associated 
mail flow policies. Administrators easily create sender groups and configure policy parameters to 



meet their corporate-specific email security requirements. 

Automatic updates ensure that once the IronPort email security appliance is configured; scores are 
dynamically updated based on the latest data from SenderBase. This eliminates the need for any 
ongoing management of Reputation Filters. 

Benefits 
Improved Catch-Rate IronPort Reputation Filters block up to 80% of incoming spam at the edge of 
your network, improving the overall efficacy of your anti-spam solution. 

No Administrator Maintenance Required Ironport Reputation Filters adjust scores automatically as 
SenderBase pulls in new data. The mail administrator only needs to configure their desired policies, 
and Reputation Filters does the rest. 

Reduced False-Positives IronPort Reputation Filters intelligently combine many different metrics 
before determining a sender's reputation. Confirmation of suspicious traffic patterns across many 
data types and sources will result in a poor reputation. This unique ability to triangulate information 
across SenderBase makes Reputation Filters the undisputed leader in reputation accuracy. 

Lower Hardware Costs and Increased Message Throughput Eliminating spam and unwanted mail, 
before resource-intensive content filtering, will improve overall system performance and reduce the 
amount of supporting hardware required for the rest of the email infrastructure. Typical customer 
results show that downstream load is reduced by three to five times through use of IronPort 
Reputation Filters. 

Reduced Risk From Denial of Service or Dictionary Harvest Attacks Ironport Reputation Filters 
score senders in real time and are adept at preventing damage from many types of distributed 
attacks. Attacks arising from zombie networks, which can bring content-based anti-spam systems 
to a grinding halt, can be gracefully managed with Reputation Filters. 
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America Online, Microsoft and Yahoo! Join Forces Against Spam 
Industry Leaders Together Tackle the Problem of UnsolicitedCommercial E-Mail To Help 
Consumers Fight Spam 

DULLES, Va., REDMOND, Wash., and SUNNYVALE, Calif., 
April 28, 2003 -America Online Inc. (NYSE "AOL" ), 
Microsoft Corp. (Nasdaq "MSFT" ) and Yahoo! Inc. (Nasdaq 
"YHOO ) today announced their commitment to work 
together and with other industry stakeholders to help fight 
spam. Spam is unsolicitedcommercial e-mail, often sent by 
fraudulent means, that compromises the quality of 
consumers' online experienceand burdens consumers and 
businesses worldwide. 

Related Links 

Feature Story: 
Q & A: Microsoft. 
Industry Partners 
Rallvinato Combat 
Spam - April 28,2003 

Microsoft Resource: 
Microsoft's Apwoach to 
Address the S ~ a m  

The announcement these three companies have made Problemfor Customers -
today is a first step toward a broader online industry effort to April 28, 2003 
address spam. The aroup will initiate an open dialoaue that- .  - "-
will include organizations across this industryto drive 
technical standards and industry guidelinesthat can be adopted regardless of platform. 

The group will initially focus on four key areas to combat spam: 

ProtectingConsumers From ReceivingSpam 

To reducethe volume of unwanted e-mail arriving in users' inboxes, the companies will 
work with others in the industry to do the following: 

Preventthe ability of spammers to use deceptive techniques in e-mail headers 
specifying the e-mail sender, by leveragingexisting directories of Internet addresses 
such as the Domain Name System to better identify the location from which e-mail is 
originating. 

Inhibit e-mailfrom systems determined to be open to unauthorized use (such as open 
relays, open routers or open proxies) 

Restrict e-mail that utilizes concealment techniques designed to hide or change the 
identity of the sender and the source of the e-mail 

Preventingthe Use of E-mail Services to Send Spam 

Together, these companies will focus on solutions that will significantly reduce the ability of 
spammers to use AOL's, Microsoft's and yahoo!'^ e-mail services to send spam. In 
addition, the group will encourage the adoption of these best practices by others in the 
industry. To accomplish this, the companies will work with others in the industry to do the 



following: 

Eliminatethe ability to create fraudulent e-mail accounts in bulk 

Work to define a mechanismthat could allow the exchange of consumer complaints 
and feedback between e-mail providers 

' Define best practices for antispam e-mail account policiesthat can be shared across 
the industry 

Commercial E-Mail Standards 

AOL, Microsoft and Yahoo! will work together with companiesthat communicatewith 
consumers and businesses through e-mail to recommendtechnical approaches, policies 
and best practices to distinguish legitimate e-mail from spam. 

Enforcement 

AOL, Microsoft and Yahoo! will continue actively working with law enforcement to enhance 
their enforcement efforts against spammers who rely on fraudulent means of transmission 
to circumvent antispam filters or otherwise violate applicable law. The goal of this effort will 
be to make these spammers more accountable, as well as to deter would-be spammers 
from using such "outlaw"techniques to send their mail to consumers. The companies will 
work to accomplishthis in the followingways: 

Development of better mechanisms for preserving electronic evidence relatingto the 
activities of such spammers to facilitate enforcement actions brought by industryand by 
law enforcement 

Coordination among lSPs and industry in their respective antispam enforcement efforts 
to help ensure that resources are most effectively deployed against spam senders who 
cause the greatest impact on consumers 

' Similar coordination in the referral of spammers for enforcement action by government, 
including civil enforcement agencies charged with dealing with particulartypes of spam 
frauds (such as stock scams and get-rich-quickschemes), and, where appropriate, 
criminal enforcement 

The companies believe that the issue of spam can only be significantly addressed through a 
comprehensive approach, includingtechnology, responsiblecustomer communications, 
appropriate legislation, enforcement and consumer education. 

AOL, Microsoft and Yahoo! are lookingforward to the FederalTrade Commission's Spam 
Forum this week as a valuable opportunity to discuss solutions collaboratively. The event 
provides a forum for industry, government and technology to come together to address the 
spam problem and restore the integrity of Internet users' e-mail experience. 

Comments 

"At AOL, fighting spam is priority number one, because spammers are public enemy number 
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MAAWG SPONSOR MEMBERS Upcoming Events 

INTRODUCING MAAWG 

The MessagingAnti-Abuse Working Group is a global 
organization focusing on preserving electronic messaging 
from online exploits and abuse with the goal of enhancing 
user trust and confidence, while ensuring the deliverability of 
legitimate messages. With a broad base of Internet Service 
Providers (ISPs) and network operators representing over 
600 million mailboxes, key technology providers and 
senders, MAAWG works to address messaging abuse by 
focusing on technology, industry collaboration and public 
policy initiatives. more about MAAWG 
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Messaging Anti-Abuse Working Group, Inc. ("MAAWG") 

Membership Application 

Please complete and submit two copies of this application to MAAWG at the address 
provided below, together with the appropriate annual (12 months) membership fee payment (as 
calculated below) or a request for invoice, if required by your organization. Membership is 
renewed every 12 months from the date of application acceptance. Membership rights and 
privileges will commence in accordance with the MAAWG By-laws. 

Name of Applicant: 

Address of Applicant: 

Business Contact: 

Phone No.: 

Fax No.: 

(all official notices from MAAWG to the Applicant will be sent to 
this e-mail address unless the member directs otherwise) 

Technical Contact: 

Phone No.: 

Fax No.: 

E-Mail: 
(all technical notices from MAAWG to the Applicant will be sent to 
this e-mail address unless the member directs otherwise) 

Please select the appropriate Membership class: 

Class Annual (12 Months) Membership Fees 

- Sponsor Member 

Full Member 

Supporting Member 

$3'000 6 a1 3 
3889 18.5.rev7-Dec. 15.2004 



O MAAWG 2005 
MAAWG Recommendation 

Managing Port 25 for Residential or Dynamic IP Space 

Benefits of Adoption and Risks of lnaction 


Introduction 

Spammers and other criminals are increasingly using viruses and "spyware" as 
vehicles to assume control over large numbers of computers. The continuing increase 
in computers with "always on" connections such as cable, DSL, or corporate networks 
provides even more targets and greater ability to wreak havoc. With a few technology 
changes, combined with user education which includes encouraging the use of anti- 
virus and firewall software, any email provider can gain greater control over potential 
malicious traffic emanating from their users' systems. By managing the sending of 
email from personal computers, providers can reduce the costs of running their 
business, increase customer satisfaction, and reduce the level of Internet abuse 
associated with their service. 

Email Transmission Threats and Abuse 

Unabated transmission access (sending of email) from personal computers to 
email servers not managed or monitored by the email provider exposes both providers 
and their customers to a greater risk of victimization from rogue persons and software. 
Personal computers under the control of unauthorized and undetected third parties, 
popularly called "zombies", provide a veil of anonymity for those who then use them to 
connect directly to mail exchange (MX) and unprotected SMTP relay servers and send 
yet more spam and viruses. As many as 80% of all spam messages pass through 
these "zombie" personal computers without the knowledge or authorization of their 
owners. 

Risks of lnaction 

The negative effects on the owners of the victimized computers are immediate and 
severe. The owners of the computers often experience extended periods of sluggish 
performance, particularly when attempting to use the Internet. Unbeknownst to them, 
a spammer may be saturating their upstream bandwidth and severely limiting their 
downstream bandwidth as well. 

The provider to which the computer is connected may barely notice the extra 
bandwidth being used, but they are usually impacted negatively as well. The 
victimized customer may call in for technical support, which can cost the provider a 
month's worth of revenue or more. Worse yet, the customer may simply decide the 
providers software, dial-up, or broadband services are performing poorly and cancel 
service altogether. 



For however long as the user.does stay connected in an infected state, the 
providerwill amass complaints from those who are receiving the spam being pumped 
out through its infected customer. Complaints to customer support, abuse, and 
network operations departments can drive costs to painful heights with the presence of 
even a small number of "zombie" PCs. The provider may also soon find that its entire 
network is "blacklisted"or prohibitedfrom sending email to popular destinations, based 
on the pattern of abuse originating from its network. Of course, every spam message 
sent is also one more received. Permitting this type of abuse to continue unchecked 
has a global, proportionate negative effect on all lnternet users and access providers 
by decreasing consumer confidence, thereby reducing the consumers' willingness to 
utilize the lnternet for communication, commerce, and fun. 

Email Transmission Best Practices 

Industry self-regulation is the most effective measure to address email 
transmission abuse, and the magnitude of the spam problem demands immediate 
action. The message has been received loud and clear from government agencies 
worldwide: absent immediate action and results, the industry faces increased scrutiny 
and regulation. Therefore, the MAAWG recommends the following set of Email 
Transmission Best Practices for lnternet and Email Service Providers: 

1. Provide Email Submission services on port 587, as described in RFC 2476. 
2. Require authentication for Email Submission, as described in RFC 2554. 
3. Abstain from interferingwith outbound connectivity to port 587. 
4. Configure email client software to use port 587 and authenticationfor Email 

Submission. 
5. Block access to port 25 from all hosts on your network, other than those that 

you explicitly authorize to perform SMTP relay functions. Such hosts will 
certainly include your own Email Submission servers and may also include the 
legitimate Email Submission servers of your responsible customers. 

6. Block incoming traffic to your network from port 25. This prevents potential 
abuse from spammers using asymmetric routing and spoofing IP addresses on 
your network. 

These practices have been adopted by providers of all sizes, including many of the 
most popular service providers in the world and many MAAWG members, without any 
appreciable reduction in customer base. 

Benefits of  Adoption 

Requiring authentication and aggregating email transmission traffic through SMTP 
relays provides an ISP with many valuable benefits. These measures enable the ISP 
to: 

Identify the party responsible for submitted messages. 
Filter out spam, viruses, and other abusive message payloads. 
Monitor and limit, per customer and/or in aggregate, transmission rates. 
Enforce acceptable use policies and terms of service for email submission. 



Additionally, the ISP gains the following competitive advantages: 

Improveddeliverabilityfor legitimate email messages, because of a reduced 
risk of being blacklisted by receiving lnternet and Email Service Providers. 
Reducedcosts for ahuse help desk, customer support, and network operations 
centers. 
Ability to offer premium tiers of service to customers who have a legitimate 
need to operate email servers with direct access to port 25. 
Reduced infrastructurecosts due to reductions in port utilization and bandwidth 
consumption. 
Proportionaterecipient's share in the global reduction of spam volumes. 

Once these measures are in place, infected machines can no longer be vehicles of 
anonymity. Victimized computers can be rapidly identified and quarantined until the 
owner becomes aware of the problem and corrects it. In the process, customers are 
educated about security threats and are encouraged to better protect themselves. 
Each of these changes increases the safety and privacy for all end users. 

Customer Education 

The MAAWG cannot stress enough the importance of communicating with and 
educating customers about these threats, the measures being taken to address them, 
and the role that computer owners must play in this transition to a new method of 
email transmission. lnternet and Email Service Providers must let their customers 
know what they are doing, why they are doing it, and why, to the vast majority of them, 
it will be transparent. All email carriers are strongly urged to adopt these technological 
practices as soon as possible, to regain control of port 25, and to provide ongoing 
education to their customers, keeping their service safe from abuse. 

Related Reading 

SMTP Service Extension for Authentication, J. Meyers, March 1999: 
http://www.ietf.or~/rfc/rfc2554.txt 

Message Submission, R. Gellens and J. Klensin, December 1998: 
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2476.txt 

Operation Spam Zombies, FederalTrade Commission, May 2005: 
http://www.ftc.~ov/bc~/conline/edcams/spam/zornbie/ 

Anti Spam Technical Alliance Technology and Policy Proposal, Anti Spam Technical 
Alliance, June 11, 2004: http:llwww.postmaster.aol.com/asta/proposaI html.html 

Stopping Spam - Creating a Stronger, Safer Internet, Industry Canada, April 2005: 
http:/le-com.ic.~c.cale~ic/internet~inecic-ceac.nsf/en/gv00329e.html 



Expansion & Clarification of the 
BlAC and MAAWG Best Practices 

for Internet Service Providers 
and Network Operators 

a publication of the Messaging Anti-Abuse Working ~ r o u ~ '  

Background 
1 ~ ~ d ' a n d  an important role in the fight against network operators%have 

spam, 


~ i v e "  this irilportant role, IS% network operators, technical groups 
and'alliances continue to share best practices for preventing / 
diminishi'ng spam sent from or, acrosstheir networks. 

( I 

Although best praqtices win not, in and'of themselves, constitute a 
comptehensive solution to spam, theyare part of a multi-prong 
strategy for addressing the problem of spam. The larger the number of 
entities endorsing and applying common practices, the more effective 
they will be. 

In'the event that these voluntary Best Practices are taken up by ISPs 
and Network Operators, their positive impact will be increased if end-
users'also take necessary steps to ~(o te tk  the security of their 
comp~itei-s, software and networks, including the protection of their 
personal identity on-line. 

-BUC and &AA WG Best Practices for ISPs and Network Operators 

Most entities that engage in on-line activities come in contact with the all-too-familiar 
messaging abuses commonly referred to as "spam," "spim," "hacking," "phishing," 
"pharming," etcetera. The Messaging Anti-Abuse Working Group (MAAWG) was 
created to attract the participation of Internet Service Providers (ISPs), E-mail Service 
Providers (ESPs), e-mail system managers, device managers, and other interested parties 
towards developing universal policies and procedures to address network abuse. 

Messaging abuse is a global problem that costs the industry billions of dollars each year, 
and therefore it is necessary for industry professionals to unite and collaborate to fight 
this increasing economic and social burden. 

' The text in blue boxes is reproduced from the OECD Anti-Spam Toolkit, Annex TI - BTAC-MAAWG 
Best Practices for Internet Service Providers andNetwork Operators (hQ:p:l/~vww.oecd-antispan~.orgl) 



Intent 
BIAC and MAAWG Best Practices for ISPs and Network Operators are a 
set of voluntary principles developed by business aimed at enhancing 
the security of network infrastructures in the fight against Spam. 
Industry will continue to collaborate on additional technical and 
procedural measures to further implement these principles. 

BIAC and MAAWG propose the following Best Practices for ISPs and 
Network Operators as an important tool in combating Spam. These 
Best Practices and any additional measures are voluntary, and in all 
cases precedence is given to applicable legal and regulatory 
frameworks. 

Implementation of these Best Practices and any additional measures 
will vary, depending on the technical configurations of particular 
providers'/operators' networks, and their specific business needs and 
challenges. We note that f ls ibi l i ty in the implementation of these Best 
Practices and any additionarmeasures is the key to achieving their 
broad and meaningful adbption by service providers of all sizes. 

Given the rapid pace of technological change, the Best Practices will be 
reviewed and u~dated as necessarv. 

MAAWG recognizes that an important part of this challenge is to develop and 
communicate a set of voluntary Best Practices, drawn from the long experience and 
expertise of the MAAWG membership. MAAWG will continue to expand upon the 
voluntary principles outlined in the Best Practices developed in conjunction with BIAC, 
and will describe the technical and procedural measures that MAAWG members have 
developed to further implement these principles. 

BIAC and MAA WG Recommendations 
I n  any given national jurisdiction, each of the Best Practices is 
understood to be recommended only i f  it is not in contradiction with 
existing national legislation. 

I n  the context of these Best Practices "ISPs and network operators" 
include any entity operating a SMTP server connected to the Internet. 

1. 	 Within the boundaries of the appropriate legal framework, ISPs 
and network operators address the problem of compromised end- 
user equipment by establishing timely processes to allow such 
end-user equipment and network elements to be managed and 
eliminated as sources of Spam; 

MAAWG recommends the careful management of port 25 as one of the main measures 
leading to the elimination of spam emitted by compromised end-user equipment. This is 
documented in "Managing Port 25for Residential or Dynamic IP Space, " at 



There are three aspects of this problem: infection of end-user equipment, neutralization of 
spam flow, and finally disinfection of that same equipment. Port 25 management is an -

effective remedy only for the second goal, of neutralizing or reducing spam and other 
abusive activity .The best overall course of action, obviously, is to avoid infection in the 
first place -which requires citizen and customer education. -

1 2. ISPs and network operators utilize industry standard technology to I 
authenticatetheir email and/or their sources; 

It is the sure belief of many MAAWG members and other industry experts that e-mail 
sender authentication is the most important next step towards regaining control over the 
messaging infrastructure. Much effort has gone into defining authentication technologies 
over the past few years, and two leading standards have emerged. 

The first of these to be tested widely was the SenderID Framework, the implementation 
of which -along with its predecessor, SPF - is the subject of the MAAWG publication 
"ImportantConsiderationsfor Implementers of SPF and/or Sender ID, " at 
http://www.maawg.or~/about/whitepapers/spfsen&D/ . 
A companion document regarding DomainKeys and its successor, DomainKeys 
Identified Mail @KIM), is currentlybeing developed. 

3. ISPsand network operators block potentially infecting email file 
attachments. I n  the case of filtering email or email file 
attachments based on content properties, in t @  goqtext of any 
yequire I legislationI% ' prior agreement is-toj)e atkiined from th'e
;dir=t6meC. .% 

The concept of self protecting one's infrastructure for the safeguard of customer service is 
illustrated by Principle 3 of MAAWG's "Code of Conductfor Messaging System 
Operators," available at: 

4. ISPs and network operatorsactively monitor the volume ofI inbound and outbound email traffic to determine unusual network /
activity and the source of such activity, and respond appropriately; I 

Entities fiom which abuse originates should take reasonable action to address the abuse 
within a reasonable time. This might include solutions that restrict users fiom using any 
other messaging server except for the one provided by the service provider (described 
further in recommendation #8 below), limiting the number of messages a particular user 
can send in a period of time, or scanning the messages for spam or viruses before they are 
sent to the receiving network (described further in recommendation #3 above.) 

Some methods to further limit abuse include: 

SMTP user authentication (described further in recommendation #8 below); 

restricting or otherwise controllingaccess to port 25, described in the MA4WG 
publication "ManagingPort 25for Residential or Dynamic IP Space, " at 
http://www.maaw~.ory/port25/; 

limiting high outbound mail volumes; 



performing outbound virus scanning; and 

using inbound virus filters for outbound mail (described further in recommendation 
#3 above.) 

This list is not exhaustive, and other solutions may be available to manage abuse 
originating fiom a network. Additionally, these solutionsmay not be suitable for all 
environments. 

Principle 2 of MPLAWG's "Code of Conductfor Messaging System Operators " addresses 
the problem of abuse patterns in regard to the relationships with customers and with peer 
operators. It is available at 

5. : ISPs and network operators establish appropriate inter-company 
processes for reacting to.other network operators' incident 
reports, also accepting end user complaints. 

Good communicationsbetween messaging operators can have the result of better 
practices being adopted and implemented, and a better end user experience. 

Operators should make reasonable accommodations for the exchange of information for 
the purpose of identifLingand resolving abuse issues and minimizing user impact. 
Understandably, the victimized operators should take reasonable precautions to protect its 
assets and the security and privacy of its users. Proven communication mechanisms 
include: 

functional abuse@ and postmaster@ email addresses, followingprocedures described 
under recommendation #1 above; 

feedback loops (sending and receiving); 

o feedback loop implementers will most likely wish to use the draft standard 
Abuse Reporting Format, http:llmipassoc.or~laI-f/; 

published escalation procedures on a publicly available company website; 

transparent error and bounce messaging to indicate the disposition of an email 
message; 

participation in communication forums such as industry mailing lists and other 
collaborative venues, including MAAWG events. Join the conversation! 

MAAWG members participate in a multi-role contact database, designed to facilitate 
timely communication between members. 

Communication between messaging operators is also addressed by Principle 4 of 
MAAWG's "Code of Conductfor Messaging System Operators." It is available at: 



6. 	 ISPs, network operators and enterprise email providers 

communicate their security policies and procedures to their 

subscribers; 


Online entities that give other entities access to their network messaging resources should 
clearly state, make available and enforce their policies concerning the use of those 
resources. The policy should also state the consequences which will occur if said policy 
is violated. 

This is clearly illustrated by Principle 1 of W W G ' s  "Code of Conduct for Messaging 
System Operators, " available at: 

7; 	 ISPs and netyork operators attempt to  send non-delivery notices- . 
(N~Ns)'only for messages originated by their own account holders; 

;ntn+nrot~t;nnnf th;c hnnt nmot;nn m;mht ;nrfnr.n thn c-nnngt;nn nf "11 nnn-rlnl;Tm-r'n A 
IILUIU~
1;tnt-1 
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notices, which is not recommended because these are a useful and expected function of e- 
mail systems. The objective of this best practice is instead to avoid the sending of NDNs 
to forged addresses, which can create a substantial share of unwanted email traffic. 

MAAWG therefore prefers the following alternative wording: 

"In order to avoid sending non-delivery notices (NDN) to forged addresses, ISPs and 
network operators should conJgure their gateway mail sewers to immediately reject 
undeliverable email, rather than accepting it and generating NDNs later;" 

Rejection of undeliverable email by the gateway mail will simply provide equivalent 
information to the sending mail server, which can apply local policy regarding whether or 
not to notify the message sender. 

8. 	 ISPs and network operators take measures to ensure that only 

their account holders use their e-mail submit servers; 


9. 	 ISPs and network operators ensure that all domainnames, Domain 
Name System.(DNS) records and applicable Internet protocol (IP) 
address registration records (e.g. WHOIS, Shared WHOIS Project 
[SWIP] or referral WHOIS [RWHOIS]) are responsibly maintained 
with correct, complete and current information, and that this 
information includes points of contact for roles responsible for 
resolving abuse issues including, but not limited to, postal address, 
phone number and email address; 

10. ISPs and network operators ensure that all their publicly routable 
and Internet-visible I P  addresses have appropriate and up-to-date 
forward and reverse DNS records and WHOIS and SWIP entries; 
that all local area network (LAN) operators are compliant with 
Request for Comments (RFCs) 1918-"Address Allocation for 
Private Internets," and that in particular, LANs do not use I P  space 
globally registered to someone else, or I P  space not registered to 
anyone, as private I P  space. 



Messaging Anti-Abuse Working Group 
(MAAWG) 

Email Metrics Program: 
The Network Operators' Perspective 

Report #3 - 2nd Quarter 2006 
(Issued November 2006) 

Executive Sunknarv 

The metrics program initiated by the Messaging Anti-Abuse Working .Group (MAAWG) 
continues to evolve into a comprehensiveand unbiased tool for gaugjng the level of s p m  
invading the email stream. This third quarterly report, covering the period from April to June 
2006, reflects a slight decline in the percentage of suspected abusive messages but an increase in 
the volume of unaltered delivered messages duringthis period. 

The MAAWG Email Metrics Program has now expanded to cover the flow of messages to 435.6 
million mailboxes worldwide, representing a substantial global sampling. It includes 
confidential data collected from both first and second tier network operators, Internet Service 
Providers and mailbox service providers worldwide. This is a voluntary industry program that 
seeks to provide unbiased data from the network operators' perspective. 

We also are learning from our experience as the first year of this program unfolds. To improve 
the process, we have changed our reportingsystem and have subsequentlyrestated the results 
from previous quarters in this report, although there is only a slightvariation from the earlier 
data. The reporting companies also have gained a better understanding of how to accurately 
track the necessary information and a few providershave changed how they capture this data. 

MAAWG initiated the email metrics program in March 2006 with statistics from the last quarter 
of 2005. Report #3 covers April through June2006, and at this point we have accumulated 
data representingthree-quarters of a year. The reports are intended to gauge the industry's 
efforts in preventing abusive emails from reachingusers and to define trends. 

As the largest global trade association focusing on email abuse solutions, MAAWG is able to 
gather the information necessary to objectively measure spam levels because its members 
include major Internet Service Providers (ISPs),global network operators and industry vendors. 
The organization continues to grow and attract the participation of service providers 
worldwide, expanding the scope of this report and building a foundation for industry 
cooperation in tackling abusivemessaging and online activity. 

MessagingAnti-Abuse Working Group 
P.O. Box 29920 San Francisco, CA 94129-0920 H www.MAAWG.orq B info@MAAWG.org 



Report #3 - 2nd Quarter 2006 Results 

The statistics reported below are compiled from confidential data provided by participating 
MAAWG member network operators for the second quarter of 2006. There is a slight decline in 
the percentage of dropped connections and emails tagged as potential sparn, but an increase in the 
overall number of unaltered messages delivered. 

Number of Mailboxes Represented 1 357.777 Million 1 389.674 Million 435.626 Million I
9 


Number of Dropped Connections & 361.279 Billion 405.844 Billion 408.009 Billion 
BlockedITagged Inbound Email 

1 Dropped Connections & I 1010 I 1041 1 937 1 
BlockedITagged Inbound Emails per 
Mailbox 

Dropped Connections & 4.19 or 3.96 or 2.86 or 
BlockedITagged Inbound Emails per 80.73% abusive 79.84% abusive 74.12% abusive 
Unaltered Delivered Email email email email 

Number of Unaltered Delivered 

, Email per Mailbox 241 263 327 

* Data for 4Q 2005 and 1Q2006 have beenupdated to reflect new reportingparticipants and a slightly 

revised reporting system. 


What is Measured? 

Number of Mailboxes Represented - This is the total current customer mailbox count at 
the end of the quarter. This metric is reported in million of mailboxes. 

= 	 Number of Dropped Connections & Blocked/Tagged Inbound Emails -Taken together, 
dropped connections and blocked/ tagged inbound emails are a measure of "abusive emails." 
The Number of Dropped Connections is the total connections dropped by using RBLs (Real 
Time Blacklists) and other devices. The Number of Blocked or Tagged Inbound Emails is the 
total number of emails blocked or tagged by a provider using commonly applied devices 
such as ASAV (Anti-Spam/Anti-Viral) framework, MTAs (Mail Transfer Agents) and other 
recipient or message based rules. The sum of three months of dropped connections and 
blocked or tagged inbound emails is reported in billions. In this report, one dropped 
connection is equivalent to one blocked or tagged inbound email. 

Number of Unaltered Delivered Emails - This is the total number of emails that were not 
blocked or tagged by the network operator's anti-abuse efforts and have been delivered to 
customers. The sum of three months of delivered emails is reported in billions. 

MAAWG Email Metrics Report #3 Q2-2006 2 



Explanatorv Notes: 

= 	 Abusive Emails: The one thing this report does not attempt to define is "spam." Even 
though a great deal of time and energy has been devoted to clarlfylng this term, there is no 
universally accepted definition. The precise definition of spam differs slightly from 
jurisdiction to jurisdiction in accordance with local laws. For example, in Europe and 
Canada, spam is based on an "opt-in" approach, whereas the United States has adopted an 
"opt out" approach. Nevertheless, most would agree that "spam" can be defined as 
electronic comunications that likely are not wanted or expected by the recipient. 

What is more, in working to reduce spam, the industry has become increasingly focused on 
the behavior of the sender instead of only looking at the form or content of a message. In this 
report, therefore, we measure "abusive email," which we believe to be a more accurate term. 
Abusive emails are communications that seek to exploit the end user. 

= 	 False Positives: Given the massive volumes of email that transverse the networks everyday, 
one of the challenges facing ISPs and network operators is how to differentiate between 
abusive, unwanted emails and legitimate messages sent to a large number of recipients. A 
"false positive" is the term generally used to describe legitimate messages that have been 
blocked or tagged by a spam filter or other mechanisms intended to stop abusive email. The 
issues that arise in the context of accurately defining and accounting for false positives are 
similar to those associated with defining spam. Therefore, this report does not attempt to 
account for any "false positives," leaving that assessment to others. 

= 	 ISP & Network Operator Data: As noted above, this aggregated data has been obtained 
exclusively from ISPs and network operators who are members of MAAWG. It does not 
include information generated separately by anti-abuse solution providers or vendors. 

= 	 Minimum Number of Mailboxes: This email metrics program is based on a m&mum 
threshold of 100 million mailboxes as we believe this number is statistically sigrhcant. 

= 	 Dropped Connections: A dropped connection occurs before the number of recipients or 
emails is known. It is therefore impossible to determine how many abusive emails per 
dropped connection were prevented from entering the network. Moreover, when a connection 
is prohibited, i.e. "null routed," there is no connection to count and so these are not factored 
in the number of reported dropped connections. As a result, a substantial volume of abusive 
emails are never likely to be counted. However, it is a conservative estimate to say that each 
dropped connection corresponds to at least one abusive email. This metric, although 
imprecise in and of itself, gives a sense of the magnitude of abusive emails that are not even 
penetrating the operator's network. 

- end -
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upgmtl~your s~tvico? can add a static lP address to their service for just $ 5  

more per month'! 

Call 1-866-226-0572to order your Static IP today1 

'This product is available for residential use only.Open B W ~ I - I ~ B ~EST 
Monday-Sunday 

X,,,,,.O$d.. >L,-9"a .,.<.* ",. -,>-A 

We respect your privacy!
View our policy here. j-..-- -... 

Country*:
j U ; l i t e d j  
Promo code (optional) 

IlnformanOnrequired 

OpenZJlt 

HOME I ABOUT US ICONTACT US I PARTNER PROGRAMS I DOWNLOADS ICAREERS ISITE 

Get lnternet phone 
service from the 
lnternet experts-and 
save! 

* $24.95 per month 
for unlimited local 
and long-distance 
calling in the 
continental United 
States and Canada 
First month of 
service free 

MAP 
-- .-- I 

O 2007'EarthLink. Inc. All rights reserved. 
Members and visitors to the EarthLink Web site agree to abide by our Policies and A~reements. 
EarthLinkPrivacy Policy 
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j 

I .BUSINESS 	 I 

!I . -

Busin
......... "..... 

ess High I
i Speed i 


i Small Office DSL i 

i

I Small Office DSL 
. Plus 

Small ' Srnalf ~ffic$:: " ~ u ~ i n e s s  < -~ u s i n d ~ f :  ~nte ' i~r iz4 '~  
I 	 OfflcePSL . DSL plus , , - DSL 9 .' : ,r 

Business DSL 
A ,. 	 ,,TIlx3

Business T I  	 . A * "  * , "- .  ,.- -L 

\ 

I 

EnterpriseT1R3 Recommended Small Offices1 Small Offices1 Small-Medium Small-Medium Small~Large f 1for Home Offices Home Offices Businesses Businesses Businesses 
Web Hosting & i t 

: :  

E-Commerce Uptime Best Effort Best Effort 99.9% 99.99% 99.99%Guarantee
Bundle Offers 	 IEarthLinkVPN Sewice Level Best Effort Best Effort -Yes -Yes ' -Yes
Business Dial-Up Agreements 

Major Accounts 
Guaranteed Line 

: iProgram Speed Best Effort Best Effort Yes Yes Yes .: :  

; (
Agent Program 	 I i 


SDSL 
Business Services Technology ADSL ADSL (144k is IDSL) T I  T l n 3  / I 

I :  

$:8MK/ 144K $129 I i 

$349 from 256K to 45M l
Speeds & Pricing $79.95 192K $129 384K Speeds range j i
i 

HAVEk QUESTfON? ($lmo) Up to 7:8MK/ 384K $159 j I 

3.0W $69.95 $89.95 768K $209 768K $399 Please call for i
To order, click here 768K 


or call a customized 1quote: I
1-888-758-2963 	 ";6"8MK/ S104.95 '.IM$249 1.5M $424 1-800-380-6645 i 

!
Ii 

1.5M $299 	 i I

; i
Professional . ,  

rf~htfatye& Want za InstallationFees $99 setup fees : 

upgradpyaur wrvtce? Self: FREE 	 i
)
i !ii 

Professional (optional): FREE FREE FREE Contact us for 

[ [  

Equipment Costs Free after credits Fg$Er Free after credits Free after credits Contact us for j i 

and/or rebates and,or rebates andlor rebates andlor rebates equipment pricing 1 


i i
1 
f)pw6am-12am EST IP Addresses 1 Static 1Static NATl8 Static* NAT/8 Static* NAT18 Static* 

j iI

Monday-Sufzday 	 i i 


Yes (Excluding 	 i
Upgradeable No No 144K sewice) Yes Yes 	 ii ,
i 


30 Days 30 Days 45 DaysInstallationInterval N/A NIA quaranteed auaranteed 	 1 
: . 
i i 


Dial-Up Access 20 hrslmonth 20 hrslmonth Unlimited Unlimited Upon Request 	 1 ! 
j ( 

Email 12 email boxes 12 email boxes 25 email boxes 25 email boxes Upon Request 

1OMB Web space 10MB Web space IOMB Web space 10MB Web space 10MBWeb space! /
Webspace per mailbox per mailbox per mailbox per mailbox per mailbox i 

i i 


Web Hostinq -Yes -Yes -Yes -Yes Yes 	
i 

Services Available? 	 . 

:

; 
i1 

/ 
; i. 

i1 :j 
. I

j f 

Supports Web Yes 	 ; 1 

Sewer? Yes Yes Yes Yes 	 ;: i. 


; I 

i i

I i
Supports Email No No Yes Yes Yes / /
Sewers? 	 i i . .
i i 


Supports FTP Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes I: :i
Sewers? 	 i i


; i 
I Supports VPN Yes Yes Yes Yes YesI Sewers? 	

/
I 

!I 

: :I / 
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